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In the late 1970s, the axion was proposed as a solution to the strong CP problem, i.e., the puzzle why
the strong interactions conserve parity P and the product CP of charge conjugation and parity in spite
of the fact that the standard model of elementary particles as a whole violates those symmetries. The
original axion was soon ruled out by laboratory experiments and astrophysical considerations, but a
new version was invented that is much more weakly coupled and that evades the laboratory and
astrophysical constraints. It was named the “invisible” axion. However, the axion cannot be arbitrarily
weakly coupled because it is overproduced in the early Universe by vacuum realignment in the limit
of vanishing coupling. The axions produced by vacuum realignment are a form of cold dark matter
today. The axion provides a solution then not only to the strong CP problem but also to the dark
matter problem. Various methods have been proposed to search for dark matter axions and for axions
emitted by the Sun. Their implementation and improvement has led to significant constraints on the
notion of an invisible axion. Even purely laboratory methods may place significant constraints on
invisible axions or axionlike particles. This review discusses the various methods that have been
proposed and provides theoretical derivations of their signals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the 1970s, the standard model (SM) of elementary
particles (Cheng and Li, 1984; Donoghue, Golowich, and
Holstein, 2014) came to the fore as a correct description of all
fundamental interactions other than gravity. It has proved
since to be tremendously successful, explaining practically all
relevant data in terms of a small number of parameters.
Already in its early days, however, it was seen to present a
puzzle: one would not expect within the SM that the strong
interactions conserve parity P or the product CP of charge
conjugation C with parity. The strong interactions and the
electromagnetic interactions are observed to conserve P and
CP. The weak interactions, on the other hand, violate P, C,
and CP. The trouble with the SM is that the P and CP
violation of the weak interactions produces P and CP
violation in the strong interactions unless an unexpected
cancellation occurs. This is commonly referred to as the
strong CP problem.
The amount of P and CP violation in the strong interactions

is controlled by a parameter, θQCD, which appears as the
coefficient of a P and CP odd term in the action density
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LSM ¼ � � � þ θQCD
g2s

32π2
Ga

μνG̃
aμν; ð1Þ

where Ga
μν, a ¼ 1; 2;…; 8, are the field strengths of quantum

chromodynamics (QCD), G̃aμν ≡ ð1=2ÞϵμναβGa
αβ, and gs is the

QCD coupling constant. Unless otherwise stated, we use units1

in which ℏ ¼ c ¼ 1 and conventions in which the Minkowski
metric ðημνÞ¼ diagðþ1;−1;−1;−1Þ and ϵ0123 ¼ þ1. The dots
represent all other terms in the SM action density, i.e., the terms
that led to its numerous successes. Equation (1) shows the one
term that is not a success. θQCD is an angle, i.e., it is cyclic with
period 2π. QCD depends on θQCD because of the existence in
that theory of quantum tunneling events (’t Hooft, 1976a; ’t
Hooft, 1976b), called “instantons,” which violate P and CP if
θQCD is not zero or π. Since in actuality the strong interactions
obey P andCP, as well as can be observed, θQCD must be close
to one of its CP conserving values. The best constraint derives
from the experimental upper limit on the neutron electric dipole
moment jdnj < 3 × 10−26 e cm (90% C.L.) (Pendlebury et al.,
2015). For small θQCD the contribution of the term shown in
Eq. (1) to the neutron electric dipole moment is of the order of
(Baluni, 1979; Crewther et al., 1979)

dn ∼ θQCD
mumd

mu þmd

1

ΛQCD

e
mn

∼ 3 × 10−16θQCD e cm; ð2Þ

wheremu andmd are the up and down quark masses,mn is the
neutron mass, and ΛQCD is the QCD scale. θQCD should
therefore be less than of the order of 10−10 (mod π). θQCD ¼
0 or π is unexpected in the SMbecauseP andCP are violated by
the weak interactions. CP violation is introduced by giving
apparently random phases to the Yukawa couplings that give
rise to the quark masses. The overall phase of the quark mass
matrix feeds into θQCD, which is therefore generically of the
order of 1. ThepuzzlewhyθQCD, expected to beof theorder of 1,
is in fact less than 10−10 is the strong CP problem.
Soon after the strong CP problem was recognized, Peccei

and Quinn (PQ) proposed a modification of the SM that offers
a solution (Peccei and Quinn, 1977a, 1977b). They postulated
a UPQð1Þ symmetry that (1) is an exact symmetry of the
classical action, (2) is spontaneously broken, and (3) has a color
anomaly; i.e., it is explicitly broken by the nonperturbativeQCD
instanton effects thatmake physics depend on thevalue of θQCD.
When this recipe is followed, the parameter θQCD is replaced by
aðxÞ=fa, where aðxÞ is a dynamical pseudoscalar field and fa is
a quantity with dimension of energy, called the axion decay
constant. fa is of the order of the vacuum expectation value that
spontaneously breaksUPQð1Þ symmetry.2 aðxÞ is the associated
Nambu-Goldstone boson. Weinberg and Wilczek (WW)
pointed out that the nonperturbative instanton effects that make
physics dependon θQCD introduce an effective potential foraðxÞ

(Weinberg, 1978; Wilczek, 1978). The minimum of this
effective potential was later shown to be at aðxÞ ¼ 0 (Vafa
and Witten, 1984). The strong CP problem is solved after the
aðxÞ field settles there.
The PQ mechanism modifies the low energy effective

theory of the SM with the addition of a light pseudoscalar
particle, called the “axion,” the quantum of the aðxÞ field. The
properties of the axion depend mainly on the value of the
axion decay constant fa; see Sec. II. The axion mass ma and
all its interaction strengths are inversely proportional to fa. In
the original PQWW model, fa is of the order of the
electroweak scale, implying an axion that is relatively strongly
coupled and heavy, i.e., ma of the order of 100 keV. The
PQWW model was soon ruled out by a variety of laboratory
experiments, including unsuccessful searches for axions in
beam dumps and in rare particle decays such as Kþ → πþ þ a
(Kim, 1987), and by stellar evolution constraints (Raffelt,
1990; Turner, 1990). The latter arise because stars emit the
weakly coupled axions from their cores, whereas they emit
photons only from their surfaces. If axions exist, stars have an
additional energy loss mechanism, causing them to evolve
faster. When the negative results from accelerator based axion
searches are combined with the stellar evolution constraints,
axion models with fa ≲ 109 GeV are generically ruled out.
Although the original PQWW model is untenable, the

general idea of Peccei-Quinn symmetry and its concomitant
axion are not. Kim and others showed thatUPQð1Þ need not be
broken at the electroweak scale (Kim, 1979; Shifman,
Vainshtein, and Zakharov, 1980; Zhitnitsky, 1980; Dine,
Fischler, and Srednicki, 1981). It may be broken at an
arbitrarily high energy, e.g., the hypothetical “grand unifica-
tion scale” of 1015 GeV. When fa is that large, the axion is
light (ma ≃ 6 × 10−9 eV for fa ¼ 1015 GeV) and extremely
weakly coupled: all axion production and interaction rates are
suppressed by approximately 25 orders of magnitude relative
to those of the PQWW axion. Thus was born the idea of the
“invisible axion,” a solution to the strong CP problem that
conveniently avoids all constraints from laboratory searches
and stellar evolution by making fa arbitrarily large.
Fortunately, cosmology came to the rescue. Indeed, for aðxÞ

to relax to zero, the axion field oscillations must have
commenced sufficiently early in the history of the Universe
(today is too late), and for this the axion must be sufficiently
heavy (Abbott and Sikivie, 1983; Dine and Fischler, 1983;
Preskill, Wise, and Wilczek, 1983) since the oscillation period
is 2π=ma. The finite age of the Universe implies a limit on
how small ma, or equivalently how large fa, can be.
Unlike most other particles, relic axions are produced in the

early Universe in two different populations, which we call
“hot” and “cold.” The hot axions are thermally produced in the
primordial plasma. Like relic photons and neutrinos, they have
a temperature of the order of a couple of kelvins today. Hot
axions move too fast to gather in galactic halos and, for this
reason, are not a good candidate for the dark matter observed
in galactic halos and in clusters of galaxies. Like relic SM
neutrinos they are a form of “hot dark matter.” There is no
known technique to detect hot relic axions in the laboratory.
The cold axion population is produced in the process of

axion field relaxation, usually referred to as “vacuum

1 appendix on units and conventions is included.
2The expression “decay constant” has a different meaning in

nuclear physics than in particle physics. In nuclear physics, this term
means what particle physicists refer to as “decay rate.” Equation (202)
gives the decay rate of the axion to two photons in terms of the axion
mass and the axion decay constant.
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realignment,”mentioned in the paragraph previous to last. The
vacuum realignment process is specific to Bose fields, such as
axions or axionlike particles, that are both light and weakly
coupled. The key point is that when the axion mass becomes
larger than the inverse age of the Universe at that time, the
axion field is not initially at the minimum of its effective
potential (because it has no reason to be). It begins to oscillate
then and, because the axion is very weakly coupled, these
oscillations do not dissipate into other forms of energy. The
energy density in relic axion field oscillations is a form of cold
dark matter (Ipser and Sikivie, 1983). Indeed, among all the
widely considered dark matter candidates, axions are the
coldest.
As implied earlier, the cold axion cosmological energy

density is an increasing function of fa, and therefore a
decreasing function of the axion mass. The axion mass for
which, in the simplest scenarios, the cold axion density equals
that of dark matter is of the order of 10−5 eV. There are,
however, large uncertainties. The largest source of uncertainty
is whether inflation homogenizes the axion field. If inflation
takes place after the phase transition in which UPQð1Þ is
spontaneously broken, the value of aðxÞ=fa before the axion
field oscillations begin, called the initial misalignment angle
θin, is the same throughout the observable Universe (Pi, 1984).
Because the cold axion cosmological energy density is
proportional to θ2in (for small θin), there is a 10% chance that
the axion density is suppressed by a factor of the order of
10−2, in which case the axion mass for which the axion density
equals that of cold dark matter is approximately 100 times
smaller, 10−7 instead of 10−5 eV. Likewise, there is a 1%
chance that it is suppressed by a factor of 10−4, with the
cosmologically interesting axion mass most likely near
10−9 eV, etc. There are additional sources of uncertainty,
including the contribution to the cold axion energy density
from the decay of topological defects (axion strings and
domain walls), the precise temperature dependence of the
axion mass, and the amount of entropy produced during the
QCD phase transition. Finally, we do not know what fraction
of dark matter is axions if dark matter is composed of several
species. These and other topics in axion cosmology were
reviewed by Sikivie (2008) and Marsh (2016).
Various methods have been proposed to detect invisible

axions. Most methods do not attempt to produce and detect
axions but instead attempt to detect axions that are already in
the laboratory either as dark matter or as particles emitted by
the Sun. Indeed experiments that attempt to both produce and
detect axions pay twice the price of very weak coupling and
for this reason have extremely low event rates. On the other
hand, such experiments make fewer assumptions and have
better control over experimental variables. The goal of this
review is to discuss the various methods that have been
proposed and to provide theoretical derivations of their signal
strengths. In a number of cases, noise and backgrounds are
discussed as well. Previous reviews, with greater emphasis on
experimental techniques, were given by Rosenberg and van
Bibber (2000), Bradley et al. (2003), Asztalos et al. (2006),
and Irastorza and Redondo (2018).
QCD axions arewell motivated because they solve the strong

CP problem and they are a good dark matter candidate. Their

allowedmass range is 10−13 − 10−2 eV,where the lower bound
is from the assumption that the scale of PQ symmetry breaking
is smaller than the Planck scale and the upper bound is from
stellar evolution arguments. For QCD axions there is a definite
relationship between mass and interaction strength. They are
proportional to each other. The residual model dependence is
relatively small, except perhaps for the coupling of the axion to
the electron. See Sec. II. QCD axions appear inmany theories of
physics beyond the SM, including supersymmetric extensions
and string theory (Arias et al., 2012; Svrcek andWitten, 2006).
In fact such theories often predict additional axionlike particles
(ALPs), distinct from the QCD axion but with similar proper-
ties. We define an ALP as a light pseudoscalar particle with
couplings to ordinary particles like those of the QCD axion but
without an a priori relationship between coupling strength and
mass.Many QCD axion search techniques are relevant to ALPs
as well. In such cases it will be natural to include ALPs in the
discussion. For definiteness, ALPs outside the allowed mass
range of QCD axions (10−13 − 10−2 eV) are not considered.
Finally, we mention that an argument has been made that

the dark matter is axions, or ALPs, at least in part. The
argument is based on the observation that cold dark matter
axions thermalize through their gravitational self-interactions
and, as a result, form a Bose-Einstein condensate (Sikivie and
Yang, 2009). A thermalizing or rethermalizing Bose-Einstein
condensate has properties different from ordinary cold dark
matter (Erken et al., 2012), and it has been found that
observations support the hypothesis that the dark matter is
a rethermalizing Bose-Einstein condensate (Sikivie, 2011).

II. AXION PROPERTIES

This section provides basic information on axions, includ-
ing formulas for the axion mass and for its couplings to
ordinary particles, limits on axion properties from astrophys-
ics and cosmology, an estimate of the flux of axions from the
Sun, and two proposals for the local distribution of dark matter
axions. Axion models were reviewed by Di Luzio
et al. (2020).

A. Axion mass

In terms of the decay constant fa, the axion mass is given
by (Weinberg, 1978)

ma ≃
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mumd

p
mu þmd

fπmπ

fa
≃ 6 × 10−6 eV

�
1012 GeV

fa

�
; ð3Þ

wheremπ is the pion mass and fπ ≃ 93 MeV is the pion decay
constant.
Formulas for the axion couplings in the PQWWmodel were

derived by Bardeen and Tye (1978), Donnelly et al. (1978),
Ellis and Gaillard (1978), Goldman and Hoffman (1978),
Kandaswamy, Salomonson, and Schechter (1978), Treiman
and Wilczek (1978), and Weinberg (1978). The relevant
formulas for the invisible axion models were originally given
by Kim (1979), Shifman, Vainshtein, and Zakharov (1980),
Zhitnitsky (1980), and Dine, Fischler, and Srednicki (1981).
More general discussions of the axion couplings were given
by Kaplan (1985), Srednicki (1985), and Sikivie (1986).
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B. Electromagnetic coupling

The axion coupling to two photons is

Laγγ ¼ −gγ
α

π

1

fa
aðxÞE⃗ðxÞ · B⃗ðxÞ; ð4Þ

where α is the fine structure constant and

gγ ¼
1

2

�
Ne

N
−
5

3
−
md −mu

md þmu

�
: ð5Þ

N and Ne are, respectively, the color anomaly and electro-
magnetic anomaly of the PQ charge. They are given by

Nδab ¼ TrðQPQQaQbÞ; Ne ¼ TrðQPQQeQeÞ; ð6Þ

where the trace symbol indicates a sum over all left-handed
Weyl fermions in the model, QPQ is the PQ charge, Qa

(a ¼ 1; 2;…; 8) are the color charges, and Qe is electric
charge. In the original PQWW model and in the Dine-Fisher-
Srednicki-Zhitnisky (DFSZ) invisible axion model, N ¼ 6,
Ne ¼ 16, and therefore gγ ≃ 0.36. In the Kim-Shifman-
Vainshtein-Zakharov (KSVZ) invisible axion model, N ¼ 1,
Ne ¼ 0, and therefore gγ ≃ −0.97. In any grand unified
model, N=Ne ¼ sin2 θ0W , where θ0W is the value of the
electroweak angle at the grand unification scale. A favored
value is sin2 θ0W ¼ 3=8 since this is consistent with the
measured value of sin2 θW at the electroweak scale (Georgi,
Quinn, and Weinberg, 1974). For Ne=N ¼ 8=3

gγ ¼
mu

mu þmd
≃ 0.36; ð7Þ

the same as in the PQWW and DFSZ models because these
models are grand unifiable with sin2 θ0W ¼ 3=8. Because the
axion mixes with the neutral pion, Eq. (5) has contributions
both from the PQ charges of quarks and leptons and from the
two photon coupling of the neutral pion. As a result gγ can
vanish only if there is a cancellation between unrelated
contributions. The electromagnetic coupling is relevant to
many approaches to invisible axion detection.

C. Coupling to nucleons and electrons

The coupling of the axion to a Dirac fermion fðxÞ has the
general form

Laf̄f ¼ 1

fa

�
−
gf
2
∂μaðxÞf̄ðxÞγμγ5fðxÞ þ θfmfaðxÞf̄ðxÞfðxÞ

�
;

ð8Þ

where gf are model dependent numbers that are generically of
the order of 1, whereas θf are generically of the order of 10−17,
assuming that SM weak interactions are the only source of CP
violation. The θf term would vanish if CP were conserved.
The known CP violation of the weak interactions induces,
through loop diagrams, small values for θQCD and for θf that
are generically of the order of 10−17 (Ellis and Gaillard, 1979;

Georgi and Randall, 1986). In the nonrelativistic limit, Eq. (8)
implies the interaction energy

Haf̄f ¼
1

fa

�
gf
2

�
σ⃗ · ∇⃗aðx⃗; tÞþ p⃗ · σ⃗

mf
∂taðx⃗; tÞ

�
−θfmfaðx⃗; tÞ

�
;

ð9Þ

where x⃗, p⃗, mf, and ð1=2Þσ⃗ are, respectively, the position,
momentum, mass, and spin of the fermion. For axion searches,
the most relevant fermions are the proton, the neutron, and the
electron.
For nucleons (f ¼ p; n), the coefficients gf that appear in

Eqs. (8) and (9) are given by

gp
n
¼ −

1

2

�
�gA3

�
md −mu

md þmu
−
gu − gd

N

�
þ gA0

�
1 −

gu þ gd
N

��
;

ð10Þ

where gA3 ¼ 1.25 is the isotriplet axial vector coupling. The
isosinglet axial vector coupling gA0 has not been measured
directly. It was estimated by Adler et al. (1975) to be 0.74
using the quark model, and 0.65 using the MIT bag model.
The gu and gd coefficients are related to the PQ charges of the
up and down quarks in a way that depends on whether or not
the PQ field spontaneously breaks SM gauge symmetries in
addition to UPQð1Þ. In the KSVZ model, gu ¼ gd ¼ 0. In the
PQWW and DSVZ models,

gu ¼
v22

3ðv21 þ v22Þ
; gd ¼

v21
3ðv21 þ v22Þ

; ð11Þ

where v1 ðv2Þ is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs
field that gives mass to the up (down) quarks. Because the
axion mixes with the neutral pion, gp and gn receive
contributions from the pion-nucleon coupling as well as from
the PQ charges of the up and down quarks. Each may vanish
only if there is a fortuitous cancellation between unrelated
contributions.
The coupling to the electron (f ¼ e) is more model

dependent than the others. In the PQWW and DFSZ models,
ge ¼ gd given in Eq. (11). In the KSVZ model, ge ¼ 0 at tree
level. However, a one loop correction yields a contribution of
the order of ge ∼ 10−3 (Srednicki, 1985).

D. Stellar evolution constraints

Stellar evolution arguments constrain the axion couplings.
The two photon coupling causes axions to be produced in
stellar cores by the Primakoff process, the conversion of a
photon to an axion in the Coulomb field of a nucleus
(γ þ N → N þ a). The lifetime of horizontal branch stars in
globular clusters implies the constraint (Raffelt, 2008)

gaγγ ≡ gγ
α

π

1

fa
< 10−10 GeV−1: ð12Þ

The coupling to electrons causes stars to emit axions through
the Compton-like process γ þ e− → e− þ a and through
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axion bremsstrahlung e− þ ðZ; AÞ → ðZ; AÞ þ e− þ a. The
resulting energy losses excessively delay the onset of helium
burning in globular cluster stars unless (Raffelt and Weiss,
1995; Catelan, Freitas Pacheco, and Horvath, 1996)

gaēe ≡ ge
fa

< 5 × 10−10 GeV−1: ð13Þ

The increase in the cooling rate of white dwarfs resulting from
these processes produces a similar bound (Raffelt, 1986;
Blinnikov and Dunina-Barkovskaya, 1994). The coupling
to nucleons causes axions to be radiated by the collapsed
stellar core produced in a supernova explosion. The require-
ment that the observed neutrino pulse from SN1987a not be
quenched by axion emission implies that (Ellis and Olive,
1987; Raffelt and Seckel, 1988; Turner, 1988; Raffelt, 2008).

fa > 4 × 108 GeV ð14Þ

or ma < 1.6 × 10−2 eV.
Extremely light axions (6 × 10−13 < ma < 2 × 10−11 eV)

are constrained by stellar mass black hole superradiance, as
discussed byArvanitaki et al. (2010), Arvanitaki andDubovsky
(2011), and Arvanitaki, Baryakhtar, and Huang (2015).
Updates on the bounds of Eqs. (12) and (13) were given by

Viaux et al. (2013) and Ayala et al. (2014).

E. Solar axion flux

The solar axion flux on Earth was calculated by Raffelt
(2008) as

dΦa

dE
¼ 6.0 × 1010

cm2 s keV

�
gaγγ

10−10 GeV−1

�
2
�

E
keV

�
2.481

× exp

�
−

E
1.205 keV

�
: ð15Þ

The integrated flux is

Φa ¼
3.75 × 1011

cm2 s

�
gaγγ

10−10 GeV−1

�
2

: ð16Þ

The energy spectrum in Eq. (15) is nearly isothermal with a
temperature that of the solar core, approximately 1.3 keV.
Equation (15) includes only solar axions produced by the
Primakoff process. There may be additional axions from
processes involving the electron coupling (Redondo, 2013).
In addition, axions with specific energies are emitted in
nuclear deexcitations in the solar core (Avignone et al., 2018).

F. Cold axion cosmological energy density

The present cosmological energy density in cold axions, as
a fraction of the critical energy density, may be written

Ωa ≡ ρa
8πG
3H2

0

¼ 0.3X

�
fa

1012 GeV

�
7=6

; ð17Þ

where X is a poorly known fudge factor reflecting cosmo-
logical uncertainties. According to the discussion given by
Sikivie (2008), X is of the order of 2 if the axion field does not
get homogenized by inflation and the string decay contribu-
tion is of the same order of magnitude as that from vacuum
realignment. If the string decay contribution dominates, X
may be as large as 10. If inflation homogenizes the axion field,
X is of the order of ð1=2Þθ2in, where θin is the initial
misalignment angle. Lattice QCD simulations may help
remove uncertainties associated with the dependence of the
axion mass on temperature. For a discussion and list of
references see Dine et al. (2017).

G. Galactic halo models

When discussing axion dark matter detection, we consider
two contrasting proposals for the local density and velocity
distribution of dark matter axions. Proposal A assumes that
galactic halos are in thermal equilibrium. By fitting the
isothermal model to the Milky Way rotation curve, one finds
that (Turner, 1986)

ρdm ≃ 300 MeV=cm3 ð18Þ

for the local dark matter density. The velocity distribution

is a Maxwell-Boltzmann one with dispersion
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffihv⃗ · v⃗ip

≃
270 km=s at any location in the halo.
Proposal B is based on the observation that dark matter

particles accreting onto a galactic halo do not, as a result of
their gravitational interactions, thermalize over the age of the
Universe (Sikivie and Ipser, 1992). A galactic halo is then a set
of overlapping cold flows with sharp features, called “caus-
tics,” in the physical density. The caustic ring model (Duffy
and Sikivie, 2008) is a particular realization motivated by
observation. According to the model, we on Earth are located
close to a caustic. As a result our local dark matter velocity
distribution is dominated by the flows that form this caustic.
Most prominent among these is the “big flow” (Sikivie, 2003).
It has velocity vector (Duffy and Sikivie, 2008; Chakrabarty
et al., 2020)

v⃗BF ≃ ½509ϕ̂ − 104r̂þ 6ẑ� km=s ð19Þ

in a nonrotating galactic reference frame. ϕ̂ is the unit vector
in the direction of galactic rotation, r̂ in the direction away
from the Galactic Center, and ẑ in the direction of the north
galactic pole. The big flow has velocity dispersion less than
71 m=s (Banik and Sikivie, 2016). The uncertainty in the
speed (520 km=s) of the big flow is of the order of 9%. It is
due mainly to the uncertainty in the galactic rotation velocity.
The uncertainty in its direction is of the order of 1°. The
density of the big flow on Earth depends sharply on our
distance to a cusp in the nearby caustic and is poorly
constrained for this reason. According to Chakrabarty et al.
(2020), it is at least 6 GeV=cm3.
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III. AXION TO PHOTON CONVERSION IN A MAGNETIC
FIELD

This section discusses the conversion of axions to photons
in a static magnetic field in the absence of cavity or reflecting
walls for the photons (Sikivie, 1983, 1985; Anselm, 1985;
Maiani, Petronzio, and Zavattini, 1986; Van Bibber et al.,
1987; Raffelt and Stodolsky, 1988; van Bibber et al., 1989).
We allow the presence of a homogeneous and static dielectric
constant ϵ and magnetic susceptibility μ.

A. Axion electrodynamics

Consider the action density for the electromagnetic and
axion fields:

Le:m:þa ¼
1

2

�
ϵE⃗ · E⃗ −

1

μ
B⃗ · B⃗

�
− ρelΦþ j⃗el · A⃗

þ 1

2
½ð∂taÞ2 − ð∇⃗aÞ2� − 1

2
m2

aa2 − gaE⃗ · B⃗; ð20Þ

where E⃗ ¼ −∇⃗Φ − ∂tA⃗, B⃗ ¼ ∇⃗ × A⃗, and g≡ gaγγ ¼
gγðα=πÞð1=faÞ. ρel and j⃗el are the charge and current densities
due to ordinary charged particles. Equation (20) implies the
modified Maxwell’s equations (Sikivie, 1983, 1984)

∇⃗ · ðϵE⃗ − gaB⃗Þ ¼ ρel;

∇⃗ ×

�
1

μ
B⃗þ gaE⃗

�
− ∂tðϵE⃗ − gaB⃗Þ ¼ j⃗el;

∇⃗ × E⃗þ ∂tB⃗ ¼ 0;

∇⃗ · B⃗ ¼ 0; ð21Þ

and

∂2
t a −∇2aþm2

aa ¼ −gE⃗ · B⃗: ð22Þ

The set of equations (21) and (22) are referred to as “axion
electrodynamics.”
The first two equations (21) may be rewritten as

∇⃗ · ðϵE⃗Þ ¼ gB⃗ · ∇⃗aþ ρel;

∇⃗ ×

�
1

μ
B⃗

�
− ∂tðϵE⃗Þ ¼ gðE⃗ × ∇⃗a − B⃗∂taÞ þ j⃗el; ð23Þ

showing that in background magnetic B⃗0ðx⃗; tÞ and electric
E⃗0ðx⃗; tÞ fields the axion is a source of electric charge and
current density

ρa ¼ gB⃗0 · ∇⃗a; j⃗a ¼ gðE⃗0 × ∇⃗a − B⃗0∂taÞ: ð24Þ

In covariant form, jμa ¼ −gF̃μν∂νa. The axion induced electric
current is separately conserved: ∂μj

μ
a ≡ 0.

jμa is a source of electromagnetic waves, implying the
conversion of energy from the axion to the electromagnetic
field. For practical reasons, it is magnetic rather than electric
fields that are used to cause the conversion. Hence, for

simplicity, we set E⃗0 ¼ 0 in the following. We assume
furthermore that B⃗0 is static and, henceforth in this section,
that ϵ and μ are constant in space and time.
We set ρel ¼ j⃗el ¼ 0 and consider an axion plane wave

aðx⃗; tÞ ¼ ReðAeiðk⃗a·x⃗−ωtÞÞ; ð25Þ

where ω ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

a þ k⃗ · k⃗
q

. We choose the gauge

ϵμ∂tΦþ ∇⃗ · A⃗ ¼ 0. The inhomogeneous Maxwell’s equa-
tions are then

ð−∇2 þ ϵμ∂2
t ÞΦ ¼ 1

ϵ
ρa;

ð−∇2 þ ϵμ∂2
t ÞA⃗ ¼ μj⃗a: ð26Þ

Provided that the first equation is satisfied at an initial time, it
is satisfied at all times as a consequence of the second

equation. The second equation is solved by A⃗ðx⃗; tÞ ¼
Re½A⃗ðx⃗Þe−iωt� provided that

ð−∇2 − ϵμω2ÞA⃗ðx⃗Þ ¼ μj⃗aðx⃗Þ; ð27Þ

where

j⃗aðx⃗Þ ¼ igωAB⃗0ðx⃗Þeik⃗a·x⃗: ð28Þ

The solution of interest, involving the retarded Green’s
function, is

A⃗ðx⃗Þ ¼ μ

4π

Z
V
d3x0

eikjx⃗−x⃗0 j

jx⃗ − x⃗0j j⃗aðx⃗
0Þ; ð29Þ

with k ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi
ϵμ

p
ω. V is the volume of the region over which the

magnetic field extends. Let x⃗ ¼ rn̂, and let r → ∞. In that
limit

A⃗ðx⃗Þ ¼ μ
eikr

4πr
j⃗aðk⃗Þ þO

�
1

r2

�
; ð30Þ

where k⃗ ¼ kn̂ and

j⃗aðk⃗Þ ¼
Z
V
d3xe−ik⃗·x⃗j⃗aðx⃗Þ ¼ iωgA

Z
V
d3xeiðk⃗a−k⃗Þ·x⃗B⃗0ðx⃗Þ:

ð31Þ

The electromagnetic power radiated per unit solid angle in
direction n̂ is

dP
dΩ

¼ lim
r→∞

hn̂ · ðE⃗ × H⃗Þir2 ¼ μkω
32π2

jn̂ × j⃗aðk⃗Þj2: ð32Þ

The h…i brackets indicate that a time average is being taken.
We derived Eq. (32) using a classical field theory calcu-

lation but the actual world is quantum mechanical. Whereas
the conversion of axion field energy to electromagnetic field
energy happens continuously in the classical description, in
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reality it happens one quantum at a time. Because the
magnetic field is static, the energy of each photon produced
is exactly the energy of the axion that disappeared.
Equation (32) gives the time-averaged power for the quantum
process of axion to photon conversion.

B. Conversion cross section

Dividing by the magnitude of the incident axion energy flux

P⃗a ¼ h− _a ∇⃗ ai ¼ 1
2
jAj2ωk⃗a; ð33Þ

we obtain the differential cross section (Sikivie, 1983):

dσ
dΩ

ða → γÞ ¼ 1

jP⃗aj
dP
dΩ

¼ g2
μkω

16π2βa

����
Z
V
d3xeiðk⃗a−k⃗Þ·x⃗n̂ × B⃗0ðx⃗Þ

����2; ð34Þ

where βa ¼ jk⃗aj=ω is the speed of the incident axions. We
may rewrite the rhs of Eq. (34) as a sum over final state photon
polarizations ê1ðn̂Þ and ê2ðn̂Þ, using the completeness relation

δij ¼ ninj þ e1ie1j þ e2ie2j: ð35Þ

In that form

dσ
dΩ

ða → γÞ ¼ g2
μkω

16π2βa

X
λ¼1;2

����
Z
V
d3xeiðk⃗a−k⃗Þ·x⃗êλðn̂Þ · B⃗0ðx⃗Þ

����2:
ð36Þ

Because the axion and photon have equal energy but satisfy
different dispersion relations, their momenta differ in general.

The momentum transfer q⃗≡ k⃗ − k⃗a is provided by the
inhomogeneity of the magnetic field. The conversion cross
section is proportional to the power in the Fourier component
of B⃗0ðx⃗Þ with wave vector q⃗. An analogous calculation,
starting with Eq. (22), yields the following differential cross
section for the inverse process, the conversion in a static

magnetic field of a photon with 4-momentum ðpμ
γ Þ ¼ ðω; k⃗Þ to

an axion with 4-momentum ðpμ
aÞ ¼ ðEa; k⃗aÞ:

dσ
dΩ

ðγ → aÞ ¼ g2
ωka
16π2

ffiffiffi
μ

ϵ

r ����
Z
V
d3xeiðk⃗−k⃗aÞ·x⃗t̂ · B⃗0ðx⃗Þ

����2; ð37Þ

where t̂ is the polarization vector of the initial photon.

C. Colinear conversion

Consider the particular case where the magnetic field is
smooth on a length scale λB, much larger than k−1a and k−1. The

conversion process is colinear then since jq⃗j ¼ jk⃗ − k⃗aj∼
λ−1B ≪ ka; k. Let z be the position coordinate along the path
of the axion and photon. The conversion probability depends
only on the magnetic field along the path. To calculate it, we
may take B⃗0 to be independent of the coordinates orthogonal to
z over a cross-sectional area S. Since n̂ ¼ ẑ in this case

����
Z
V
d3xe−iq⃗·x⃗n̂ × B⃗0ðx⃗Þ

����2

¼ ð2πÞ2δ2ðq⃗⊥ÞS
����
Z

L

0

dze−iqzB⃗0⊥ðzÞ
����2; ð38Þ

where L is the depth over which the magnetic field extends, the
subscript ⊥ indicates the component perpendicular to the
direction of propagation, and

q ¼ k − ka ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
ϵμ

p
ω −

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ω2 −m2

a

q
: ð39Þ

The conversion probability is

pða → γÞ ¼ 1

S

Z
dΩk⃗

dσ
dΩk⃗

¼ g2

4βa

ffiffiffi
μ

ϵ

r ����
Z

L

0

dze−iqzB⃗0⊥ðzÞ
����2:
ð40Þ

The produced photon is linearly polarized in the direction of
B⃗0⊥ðzÞ in case B⃗0⊥ðzÞ has the same direction everywhere.
Similarly, from Eq. (37) we find the conversion probability of a
photon to an axion

pðγ → aÞ ¼ g2

4βa

ffiffiffi
μ

ϵ

r ����
Z

L

0

dzeþiqzt̂ · B⃗0ðzÞ
����2: ð41Þ

For a given polarization state of the photon, pða → γÞ and
pðγ → aÞ are equal, as required by the principle of detailed
balance.
For B⃗0 ¼ t̂B0 cos½ð2π=dÞz� with t̂ · ẑ ¼ 0, we have

p ¼ g2B2
0

4βa

ffiffiffi
μ

ϵ

r ���� sin½ðqþ 2π=dÞL=2�
qþ 2π=d

þ e2iπðL=2Þ
sin½ðq − 2π=dÞL=2�

q − 2π=d

����2: ð42Þ

The conversion is resonant when q ¼ �2π=d, with
probability

p ¼ g2B2
0L

2

16βa

ffiffiffi
μ

ϵ

r
; ð43Þ

assuming that d ≪ L.
If the magnetic field is homogeneous

p ¼ g2B2
0

βa

ffiffiffi
μ

ϵ

r
sin2

�
qL
2

�
1

q2
: ð44Þ

The axion and photon oscillate into each other, with oscil-
lation length losc ¼ π=q. After a distance losc, a fraction
ðg2B2

0=βaq
2Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

μ=ϵ
p

of the axions have converted to photons;
after a distance 2losc, those photons have converted back to
axions, etc. This is similar to neutrino flavor oscillations. In
fact, the conversion probability can be derived (Maiani,
Petronzio, and Zavattini, 1986; Raffelt and Stodolsky,
1988) using this analogy; see Sec. IX.
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In a homogeneous magnetic field, the conversion is
resonant when q ≪ 1=L. In that case

p ¼ g2

4βa

ffiffiffi
μ

ϵ

r
B2
0L

2: ð45Þ

The L2 behavior of the conversion probability in Eqs. (43)
and (45), characteristic of resonant conversion, persists only as
long as coherence between the axion and photon excitations is
maintained. Various effects may limit this coherence, such as
the absorption or scattering of the photon out of the path of the
axion. If coherence persists up to a distance l < L, L2 should
be replaced by Ll.
To convert Eq. (45) into practical units, we note that the

energy stored in a volume V permeated by a magnetic field
B0 is

E ¼ 1
2
VB2

0 ð46Þ

in the Heaviside-Lorentz units used here, whereas in Gaussian
units

E ¼ 1

8π
erg

�
V
cm3

��
B0

G

�
2

: ð47Þ

The implied conversion factor is

gauss ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
erg

4π cm3

r
¼ 1.9535 × 10−2 eV2: ð48Þ

Equation (45) then becomes

p ¼ 1.71 × 10−17
�

gγ
0.36

�
2
�
107 GeV

fa

�
2

×

�
B0

10 T

�
2
�

L
10 m

�
2 1

βa

ffiffiffi
μ

ϵ

r
: ð49Þ

When ω ≫ ma,

q ≃ ð ffiffiffiffiffi
ϵμ

p
− 1Þωþm2

a

2ω
: ð50Þ

The resonance condition qL < 1 can be satisfied even for
large L by using a dielectric medium with a plasmalike
dispersion law (van Bibber et al., 1989)

ϵðωÞ ¼ 1 −
ω2
pl

ω2
: ð51Þ

For μ ¼ 1, resonance is obtained when ωpl ¼ ma.
Flambaum et al. (2018) proposed to replace axion-photon

conversion in a magnetic field with axion-photon conversion
through resonant forward scattering on atoms or molecules.

D. Applications

Axion to photon conversion in a magnetic field was
originally proposed as a method to detect dark matter axions
and axions emitted by the Sun (Sikivie, 1983). These

applications are discussed in Secs. V.A and VI.A, respectively.
Other applications are “shining light through walls” and the
conversion of axions to photons in astrophysical magnetic
fields.
In a shining light through walls experiment, photons are

converted to axions in a magnetic field on one side of a wall and
the axions are converted back to photons in a magnetic field on
the other side of that wall (Van Bibber et al., 1987). The
sensitivity of the experiment can be improved by introducing
matched Fabry-Perot cavities in the two conversion regions,
producing a resonance (Hoogeveen and Ziegenhagen, 1991;
Fukuda et al., 1996; Sikivie, Tanner, and van Bibber, 2007).
Shining light through walls with resonant axion-photon recon-
version is discussed in Sec. VIII.
Axion-photon conversion can occur in astrophysical mag-

netic fields and may have implications for observation. Axions
can readily convert to photons, and vice versa, in the magneto-
spheres of neutron stars (Morris, 1986; Hook et al., 2018;
Huang et al., 2018). With B0 ¼ 1013 G and L ¼ 10 km, the
conversion probability is of the order of 1 for fa up to 1010 GeV
provided that q ≃ 0. The latter condition is satisfied if the axions
are sufficiently energetic. For example, if the axion energy is
1 keV and the axion mass is 10−4 eV, the oscillation length is
2πω=m2

a ¼ 126 km. The neutron star may therefore convert
axions produced in its core or axions emitted by a companion
star. It may also convert dark matter axions in regions of its
magnetosphere where the resonance condition is satisfied
because the plasma frequency is near the axion mass.
The magnetic fields in galaxies and galaxy clusters are

weak, of the order of 10−6 G, but extend over enormous
distances. With B0 ¼ 10−6 G and L ¼ 1 Mpc the conversion
probablity is of the order of 1 for g larger than 10−12 GeV−1

provided that qL < 1. The latter condition cannot easily be
satisfied by QCD axions since they are massive but may be
satisfied by light ALPs. Conceivable phenomena involving the
conversion of Nambu-Goldstone bosons or ALPs into pho-
tons, or vice versa, in large scale astrophysical magnetic fields
include the production of high-energy gamma rays (Sikivie,
1988), distortions of the cosmic microwave background
spectrum (Harari and Sikivie, 1992), and alterations in the
apparent luminosity of faraway sources (Csaki, Kaloper, and
Terning, 2002).
Brockway, Carlson, and Raffelt (1996), Grifols, Masso, and

Toldra (1996), and Payez et al. (2015) placed a limit on light
ALPs from the nonobservation of gamma ray photons from the
direction of SN1987a coincident with that supernova’s neutrino
signal. ALPs are emitted by the Primakoff process in the
supernova core and convert to photons in the magnetic field
of the Milky Way. A recent published limit was g < 5.3 ×
10−12 GeV−1 for m < 4.4 × 10−10 eV (Payez et al., 2015).
It has been proposed that the apparently excessive trans-

parency of theUniverse to high-energy gamma rays is due to the
existence of ALPs (De Angelis, Roncadelli, and Mansutti,
2007; De Angelis, Mansutti, and Roncadelli, 2008; Sanchez-
Conde et al., 2009; Horns et al., 2012). High-energy gamma
rays above approximately 100 GeV are absorbed over cosmo-
logical distances because they produce eþe− pairs by colliding
with extragalactic background photons. Observations show the
Universe to be more transparent than expected. The proposed
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explanation is that the high-energy photons convert to ALPs in
astrophysical magnetic fields and that the ALPs, after traveling
unimpeded over great distances, convert back to high-energy
photons by the inverse process.
Conlon et al. (2017) provided a guide to the literature of

axion-photon conversion in astrophysical magnetic fields and
placed an upper limit g≲ 2 × 10−12 GeV−1 on ALPs of mass
m≲ 10−12 eV from the nonobservation of spectral modula-
tions of x rays from chosen active galactic nuclei, caused by
the conversion of the x rays to ALPs in the magnetic fields of
foreground galaxy clusters.

IV. THE CAVITY HALOSCOPE

The dark halo of our Milky Way Galaxy has density of the
order of 10−24 g=cm3 in the solar neighborhood. The halo
particles have velocities v of the order of 10−3c. If the dark
matter is axions, we are surrounded by a pseudoscalar field
oscillating with angular frequency

ωa ¼ Ea ¼ ma þ 1
2
mav2 ¼ ma½1þOð10−6Þ�: ð52Þ

In an externally applied magnetic field B⃗0, the axion electro-
magnetic interaction (4) becomes

Laγγ ¼ −gγ
α

π

1

fa
aE⃗ · B⃗0: ð53Þ

Equation (53) allows the conversion of axions to photons, and
vice versa, as discussed in Sec. III. In the case of dark matter
axions, assuming their mass is in the 10−6 − 10−4 eV range, it
is useful to have the conversion process occur inside an
electromagnetic cavity (Sikivie, 1983, 1985). The cavity
captures the photons produced and enhances the conversion
process through resonance when one of the cavity modes
equals the angular frequency of the axion signal.
Cavity searches for galactic halo axions have been carried

out at Brookhaven National Laboratory (De Panfilis et al.,
1987; Wuensch et al., 1989), the University of Florida
(Hagmann, Sikivie, Sullivan, and Tanner, 1990; Hagmann,
1990), Kyoto University (Matsuki and Yamamoto, 1991; Tada
et al., 1999), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(Hagmann et al., 1998; Asztalos et al., 2001, 2002, 2004,
2010; Duffy et al., 2005, 2006), the University of Washington
(Asztalos et al., 2011; Hoskins et al., 2011, 2016; Boutan et
al., 2018; Du et al., 2018; Braine et al., 2020), Yale University
(Brubaker, Zhong et al., 2017; Brubaker et al., 2017; Zhong et
al., 2018), the University of Western Australia (McAllister,
Flower et al., 2017), the INFN National Laboratory in
Legnaro, Italy (Alesini et al., 2019a), and the Center for
Axion and Precision Physics (CAPP) in Daejeon, Korea (Lee
et al., 2020). New cavity detectors are under construction at
CAPP (Petrakou, 2017; Semertzidis et al., 2019) and at CERN
(Álvarez Melcón et al., 2020). A large cavity detector has been
proposed for the INFN National Laboratory in Frascati, Italy
(Alesini et al., 2019b). A summary of limits from axion dark
matter searches using the cavity technique is shown in Fig. 1.

A. The signal

Axion to photon conversion occurs in large externally
imposed electric E⃗0 and/or magnetic B⃗0 fields because the
axion induced electric charge and current densities [Eqs. (24)]
are sources of electromagnetic waves. For nonrelativistic
axions, the

j⃗a ¼ −gB⃗0∂ta ð54Þ

term in the current density is most relevant since

j∂taj ≫ j∇⃗aj.
Consider an electromagnetic cavity of volume V, inside of

which exists a large static magnetic field B⃗0ðx⃗Þ, dielectric
constant ϵðx⃗Þ, and magnetic permeability μðx⃗Þ. We choose
Φ ¼ 0 gauge and expand the vector potential into cavity
eigenmodes

A⃗ðx⃗; tÞ ¼
X
α

e⃗αðx⃗ÞψαðtÞ: ð55Þ

In the limit of vanishing skin depth, the normalized mode
functions e⃗αðx⃗Þ satisfy

∇⃗ · ðϵe⃗αÞ ¼ 0;

∇⃗ ×

�
1

μ
∇⃗ × e⃗α

�
− ϵω2

αe⃗α ¼ 0;

n̂ × e⃗αjS ¼ 0;Z
V
d3xϵðx⃗Þe⃗αðx⃗Þ · e⃗βðx⃗Þ ¼ δαβ; ð56Þ

where S is the surface of the cavity volume and n̂ is the unit
normal to the surface. The ωα are the eigenfrequencies. In the
absence of axions, the amplitudes ψαðtÞ satisfy

2

2

m a
eV

g
γ

ρ1

(G
eV

/c
c)

1

0101

1

10
2

−5

HAYSTAC

RBF

−6 10−4 

−2 
10

ADMX

ADMX

UF
CAPP

FIG. 1. Limits on gγ
ffiffiffiffiffi
ρa

p
, where gγ is the dimensionless axion

electromagnetic coupling defined in Eq. (4), and ρa is the local
axion dark matter density, as a function of axion mass ma,
obtained by the RBF (Wuensch et al., 1989), UF (Hagmann,
1990), ADMX (Boutan et al., 2018; Du et al., 2018; Braine et al.,
2020), HAYSTYAC (Zhong et al., 2018), and CAPP-8TB (Lee
et al., 2020) cavity searches. Additional limits were obtained by
the ORGAN (McAllister, Flower et al., 2017) and QUAXaγ

(Alesini et al., 2019a) experiments. The limits shown are in rough
outline only.
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�
d2

dt2
þ γα

d
dt

þ ω2
α

�
ψαðtÞ ¼ 0; ð57Þ

where the term proportional to γα describes energy dissipation.
Qα ¼ ωα=γα is the quality factor of the cavity in its α
eigenmode.
We write the axion field as

aðx⃗; tÞ ¼ ReðAe−iωatÞ: ð58Þ

Its x⃗ dependence is ignored because the cavity size is generally
of the order of 1=ma, whereas the de Broglie wavelength of
halo axions is of the order of 103=ma. Equation (58) implies
the following local axion energy density:

ρa ¼ 1
2
½ð∂taÞ2 þ ð∇⃗aÞ2 þm2

aa2� ¼ 1
2
m2

ajAj2: ð59Þ

In the presence of axions, ψαðtÞ satisfy the equation of motion

�
d2

dt2
þ γα

d
dt

þ ω2
α

�
ψαðtÞ

¼ −g
Z
V
d3xB⃗0ðx⃗Þ · e⃗αðx⃗ÞReð−iωaAe−iωatÞ; ð60Þ

obtained by substituting Eqs. (55) and (58) into Eqs. (23),
setting ρel ¼ j⃗el ¼ 0, and using Eqs. (56). The term describing
energy dissipation was added by hand. Up to transients, the
solution of Eq. (60) is

ψαðtÞ ¼ gωa

�Z
V
d3xB⃗0 · e⃗α

�
Re

�
iAe−iωat

ω2
α − ω2

a − iγαωa

�
: ð61Þ

The time-averaged power from axion conversion into the α
mode of the cavity is therefore

Pα ¼ γα

Z
V
d3x

�
1

2
ϵE⃗α · E⃗αþ

1

2μ
B⃗α · B⃗α

�

¼ γα
2

��
dψα

dt

�
2

þω2
αψ

2
α

�

¼ γα
4

g2ω2
aðω2

aþω2
αÞ

ðω2
α−ω2

aÞ2þ γ2αω
2
a
jAj2

�Z
V
d3xB⃗0ðx⃗Þ · e⃗αðx⃗Þ

�
2

: ð62Þ

The ratio of the energy of galactic halo axions to their energy
spread is usually called the “quality factor” Qa of the axion
signal. Equation (52) indicates thatQa is of the order of 106. If
Qa ≫ Qα and the axion signal falls at the center of the cavity
bandwidth (ωα ¼ ωa), Eq. (62) implies that (Sikivie, 1983,
1985; Krauss et al., 1985)

Pα ¼ g2ρaB2
0VCα

1

ma
Qα; ð63Þ

where B0 is a nominal magnetic field inside the cavity and

Cα ≡ 1

B2
0V

�Z
V
d3xB⃗0ðx⃗Þ · e⃗αðx⃗Þ

�
2

¼ ½RV d3xB⃗0ðx⃗Þ · E⃗αðx⃗Þ�2
B2
0V

R
V d

3xϵðx⃗ÞE⃗αðx⃗Þ · E⃗αðx⃗Þ
: ð64Þ

Cα expresses the coupling strength of mode α to galactic halo
axions and is called its “form factor.”
The conversion factor between mass and frequency is

(ℏ ¼ c ¼ 1)

10−5 eV ¼ 2πð2.418 GHzÞ: ð65Þ

The gigahertz region is a good hunting ground since 10−5 eV
is a likely mass for axion dark matter. It is also convenient
since an electromagnetic cavity whose fundamental mode has
gigagertz frequency has size of the order of GHz−1 ¼ 30 cm.
Expressed in practical units, Eq. (63) is

Pα ¼ 1.34 × 10−26 W

�
gγ
0.36

�
2
�

ρa
1=2 × 10−24 g=cm3

�

×

�
B0

8 T

�
2
�
V
m3

�
Cα

�
ma

2π GHz

�
Qα

�
6 × 1015 eV2

fama

�
2

:

ð66Þ

The last factor in Eq. (66) is approximately 1 in view of
Eq. (3). We include it here so that the numerical prefactor in
Eq. (66) may be written with precision unmarred by the
uncertainty in the relationship between ma and fa.
Because the axion mass is unknown, the cavity should be

tunable. In all experiments thus far, tunability is achieved by
inserting movable metal and/or dielectric posts inside the
cavity. For definiteness, consider a cylindrical cavity in which
there is a longitudinal homogeneous magnetic field B⃗0 ¼ B0ẑ
and a z-independent dielectric constant ϵðx; yÞ. By cylindrical
cavity we mean one that is invariant under translations in the ẑ
direction, except for the end caps (Jackson, 1998). The cross-
sectional shape is arbitrary. Only the transverse magnetic
(TM) modes of a cylindrical cavity couple to the axion field.
Indeed the transverse electric and transverse electromagnetic
modes have vanishing form factors since their electric fields
are perpendicular to B⃗0. TM modes are labeled by three
integers α ¼ ðl; n; pÞ with ẑ · e⃗lnp ∝ cos ðpπz=LÞ and
p ¼ 0; 1; 2;…, where L is the length of the cavity. Only
the TMln0 have nonzero form factor. For TMln0,

E⃗ln0ðx⃗Þ ¼ ẑϕlnðx; yÞ; ð67Þ

� ∂2

∂x2 þ
∂2

∂y2 þ ϵðx; yÞω2
ln0

�
ϕln ¼ 0; ð68Þ

ϕlnjS ¼ 0: ð69Þ

Here we assume that the magnetic permeability μ ¼ 1.
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For a circular cross section of radius R and ϵ ¼ μ ¼ 1,

ϕln ∝ Jl

�
xln

ρ

R

�
eilθ; ωln0 ¼

xln
R

; Cln0 ¼
4

ðxonÞ2
δl0; ð70Þ

where ðρ; θÞ are axial coordinates and xln is the nth zero of the
Bessel function JlðxÞ. In particular, C010 ¼ 0.69.
For a rectangular cross section

ϕln ∝ sin

�
lπx
Lx

�
sin

�
nπy
Ly

�

Cln0 ¼
� 64

π4l2n2 for l and n odd;

0 otherwise;
ð71Þ

where Lx and Ly are the transverse sizes.

Equations (70) and (71) show that, when B⃗0 is homo-
geneous, the lowest TM mode has the strongest coupling.
Indeed the electric field profiles ϕlnðx; yÞ of the higher TM
modes have nodes, so the contributions to the form factor from
different regions of the cavity tend to cancel each other out.

B. Signal to noise and search rate

The microwave power from axion conversion is coupled out
through a small hole in the cavity walls and brought to the
front end of a microwave receiver. The quality factor Q of the
cavity may be written

1

Q
¼ 1

Qh
þ 1

Qw
: ð72Þ

In Eq. (72) and henceforth we are suppressing the label α that
indicates the mode dependence. γh ¼ ω=Qh is the contribu-
tion to γ from emission through the hole and γw ¼ ω=Qw is
the contribution from absorption by the cavity walls. The
maximum power that can be brought to the microwave
receiver is Pd ¼ ðQ=QhÞP, where P is given by Eq. (66).
Because the cavity volume is permeated by a strong

magnetic field, the cavity walls are ordinarily made of normal
metal, although superconducting material can be used for the
sidewalls (van Bibber and Carosi, 2013; Ahn et al., 2019;
Alesini et al., 2019a). At low temperatures (T ≲ a few K) and
frequencies f in the gigahertz range, a cavity made of high
purity copper has Qw ∼ 2 × 105. In that case, the cavity
bandwidth Bc ≡ f=Q is larger by a factor of 10 or so than
the bandwidth Ba ≡ f=Qa of the axion signal.
The axion signal is searched for by tuning the cavity to

successive frequencies, separated by a cavity bandwidth Bc or
less, and by integrating for an amount of time t at each tune.
To proceed at a reasonably fast rate, e.g., to cover a factor of 2
in frequency in 1 yr, the amount of time t spent at each tune is
of the order of ð1=3Þðyear=QÞ ∼ 100 s. 1=3 is an assumed
duty factor. During each time interval t, the power leaving the
cavity is amplified by a receiver, shifted down in frequency by
mixing with one or more local oscillators, digitized, and
spectrum analyzed. The signal can be analyzed with different
resolutions. For example, the Axion Dark Matter Experiment
(ADMX) (Asztalos et al., 2001) has a 125 Hz medium
resolution channel (MedRes), obtained by coadding many

(∼104) short spectra taken during the measurement integration
time t, and a high resolution channel (HiRes), with 0.01 Hz
resolution, the highest possible when t ¼ 100 s. Any reso-
lution less than δf ¼ 1=t can be obtained by averaging the
highest resolution spectrum.
After an axion signal is found, the energy spectrum of halo

axions will immediately become known in great detail.
Therefore, it is interesting to try to anticipate what that
spectrum will look like.
As do all other cold effectively collisionless dark matter

candidates, axions lie on a thin continuous three-dimensional
hypersurface in phase space. This hypersurface wraps and
folds but does not break. This fact implies that, at any location
and any time, dark matter axions form a discrete set of flows,
each with a well-defined density and velocity vector (Sikivie
and Ipser, 1992; Natarajan and Sikivie, 2005). Predictions for
the velocity vectors and densities of the dark matter flows at
our location in the Milky Way halo have been made (Sikivie,
Tkachev, and Wang, 1995, 1997; Duffy and Sikivie, 2008).
Discrete flows are also produced when satellites, such as the
Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (Newberg et al., 2002; Majewski
et al., 2003), are tidally disrupted by the gravitational field of
the Milky Way. Discrete flows are called “streams” in this
context. Each flow or stream at our location produces a narrow
peak in the cavity detector, since the axions in the flow or
stream have well-defined kinetic energy in the laboratory
frame. The peaks have a daily frequency modulation due to
Earth’s rotation and an annual frequency modulation due to
Earth’s orbital motion (Ling, Sikivie, and Wick, 2004). Over
100 s of data taking, the frequency of a peak at 1 GHz shifts at
most by 10−2 Hz due to Earth’s rotation, and therefore stays
within the 10−2 Hz highest possible resolution bandwidth.
Because of each peak’s diurnal and annual modulations it is
possible to measure the velocity vector of the associated flow
or stream. Searching for narrow peaks increases the sensitivity
of the cavity experiment provided that a sufficiently large
fraction of the local halo density is in one or more cold flows
(Duffy et al., 2005, 2006).
The output of the receiver chain is mostly noise, thermal

noise from the cavity plus electronic noise from the receiver. If
the axion signal frequency ωa falls within the cavity band-
width Bc, the output spectrum has extra power within the
axion signal bandwidth Ba. The ratio s=n of the signal to a 1σ
fluctuation in the noise within a Ba bandwidth is given by
Dicke’s radiometer equation

s
n
¼ Pd

Tn

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
t
Ba

r
; ð73Þ

where Tn is the total noise temperature. Each candidate peak is
checked by taking more data. If the peak is a statistical
fluctuation in the noise, it averages away. If a peak does not
average away, it is a signal of something but most likely not an
axion signal. The nonstatistical peaks found thus far have all
been the result of leakage of microwave power into the cavity
from the environment of the experiment. Such spurious
signals are referred to as “environmental peaks.” It is
straightforward to distinguish an axion signal from an envi-
ronmental peak by exploiting the following properties: (1) an
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axion signal does not depend on the degree of microwave
isolation of the cavity, (2) it cannot be picked up by a simple
antenna outside the apparatus, (3) its dependence on the
central frequency ωα of the cavity mode is a Lorentzian [see
Eq. (62)], and (4) it is proportional to B2

0.
In a search, every pσ candidate peak is checked to see

whether or not it is due to galactic halo axions. p should be
chosen to be neither too high nor too low. If too high, the
search loses sensitivity. If too low, an excessive amount of
time is wasted investigating fluctuations in the noise. In the
ADMX MedRes channel, the noise is Gaussian distributed
because each spectrum is the sum of many independent
spectra. There is therefore a 2.3% chance that the background
fluctuates downward by 2σ or more in each Ba-wide bin.

Hence, to put a 97.7% confidence level limit on the product
g2γρa, the s=n ratio must be pþ 2 and every candidate peak
larger than pσ must be ruled out as an axion signal. Through
Eq. (73), this determines the minimum measurement integra-
tion time t per cavity bandwidth Bc and hence the maximum
rate at which the search may proceed in frequency space

df
dt

≃
Bc

t
¼ Qa

Q
1

ðs=nÞ2
�
Pd

Tn

�
2

¼ 1

ðs=nÞ2
�
P0

Tn

�
2

Qa
Q3

Q2
h

; ð74Þ

where we used Pd ¼ ðQ=QhÞP and defined P0 ≡ P=Q. We
may choose Qh=Qw to maximize the search rate. One readily
finds that the optimum occurs at Q ¼ ð1=3ÞQw, in which case

d ln f
dt

≃
1

f
1

ðs=nÞ2
�
P0

Tn

�
2

Qa

�
2

3

�
2

Q

≃
27

yr

�
4

s=n

�
2
�
V
m3

�
2
�
B0

8 T

�
4

C2

�
gγ
0.36

�
4
�

ρa
1=2 × 10−24 g=cm3

�
2
�
1 K
Tn

�
2
�

f
GHz

��
Q

1=3 × 105

��
Qa

106

�
: ð75Þ

At gigahertz frequencies, electronic noise temperatures of
the order of 2 K are achieved by using cooled hetero-
structure field-effect transistors as microwave amplifiers
(Bradley, 1999). The cavity is then cooled to liquid He
temperatures so that the thermal noise qualitatively matches
the electronic noise. This was the approach of the earliest
experiments (De Panfilis et al., 1987; Wuensch et al., 1989;
Hagmann, Sikivie, Sullivan, and Tanner, 1990). An experi-
ment at Kyoto University (Matsuki and Yamamoto, 1991;
Ogawa, Matsuki, and Yamamoto, 1996) explored the use of
a beam of Rydberg atoms to detect the microwave photons
from axion conversion. The more recent experiments
(Asztalos et al., 2010; Brubaker et al., 2017) use super-
conducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) (Muck
et al., 1998; Muck, Welzel, and Clarke, 2003) or Josephson
parametric amplifiers (Al Kenany et al., 2017). These
devices approach the so-called quantum limit defined by
a noise temperature equal to the angular frequency in units
where kB ¼ ℏ ¼ 1:

Tn ¼ ω ¼ 48 mK
�

f
GHz

�
: ð76Þ

To reduce thermal noise accordingly, the cavity is cooled to
temperatures in the 100 mK range using a dilution
refrigerator. The sensitivity of microwave photon detection
for axion haloscopes may be boosted further by “vacuum
squeezing” (Malnou et al., 2019) or single photon counting
(Lamoreaux et al., 2013; Kuzmin et al., 2018) techniques.
We may use Eq. (75) to estimate the search rate in the

ADMX HiRes channel as well. When searching for peaks
with widths less than 0.01 Hz, the HiRes channel is sensitive
to cold axion flows with quality factor Qa ≳ 1011 at gigahertz
frequencies. A large increase in Qa is the main motivation for
the HiRes channel. However, it is partially offset by decreases
in other parameters. The relevant ρa is the density of the

largest flow that produces a peak with a width less than
0.01 Hz. If δv is the velocity dispersion of a flow of cold
axions, its energy dispersion is δE ∼mavδv, where v ∼ 10−3

is the flow velocity. Hence, Qa > 1011 requires δv < 3 m=s.
An additional consideration is that the noise is exponentially
distributed in the HiRes channel (Duffy et al., 2005, 2006),
whereas it is Gaussian distributed in the MidRes channel.
Because each HiRes spectrum has of the order of Qc=Qa ∼
106 bins, the threshold for a peak to be admitted as a candidate
signal has to be set high. The signal to noise ratio for a
practical HiRes search was found to be of the order of 20
(Duffy et al., 2005, 2006).
Chaudhuri et al. (2019) studied the sensitivity of a cavity

haloscope that searches for a signal both inside and outside the
cavity’s resonant bandwidth and optimized the frequency-
integrated sensitivity of such a search.

C. Cavity design

After many years of improvement, the cavity technique has
reached sufficient sensitivity to detect dark matter axions even
with the weaker DFSZ value of the electromagnetic coupling
(Boutan et al., 2018; Du et al., 2018). The next challenge is to
extend the technique to the widest possible axion mass range.
A large superconducting solenoid is the type of magnet that

has most commonly been used for the experiment, although
dipole, wiggler, and toroidal magnets have specific advantages
and are being considered as well (Baker et al., 2012; Miceli,
2015; Melcón et al., 2018). At first, the bore of a solenoidal
magnet is filled with a single cylindrical cavity. Its resonant
frequency may be tuned upward approximately 50% by
moving a metal post transversely from the side of the cavity
to its center, and 30% downward by similarly moving a
dielectric rod (Hagmann, Sikivie, Sullivan, Tanner, and Cho,
1990). Provided that longitudinal symmetry is maintained (the
rods must extend from end cap to end cap and remain parallel
to the cavity walls), the form factor C stays of the order of 1
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over the tuning range. If longitudinal symmetry is broken, the
mode may become localized in a small part of the cavity. The
form factor is then severely degraded.
To reach higher frequencies, one may fill up the volume

available inside a magnet bore with many identical cavities
and power combine their outputs (Hagmann, Sikivie, Sullivan,
Tanner, and Cho, 1990; Hagmann, 1990). A two-port
Wilkinson power combiner produces the output voltage
ð1= ffiffiffi

2
p Þðaþ be−iφÞe−iωt when the input voltages are ae−iωt

and be−iφ−iωt. The power combiner adds the axion signals
from the cavities provided that they are equal in magnitude
and phase. Thus, one may power combine the outputs of
identical cavities provided that the largest distance between
the cavities is less than the de Broglie wavelength (∼10þ3=ma)
of galactic halo axions, that the cavities are in tune, and that
the phase shifts between the individual cavities and the power
combiner are identical. Since the noise in the different cavities
is uncorrelated in phase, the noise temperature at the output of
the power combiner is the average of the noise temperatures at
its input ports. Properly built multicavity arrays have effective
form factors of the order of 1 and allow, at the cost of
engineering complexity, the upward extension of the fre-
quency range over which a galactic halo axion search can be
carried out with a given magnet.
Alternatively, one may reach higher frequencies by dividing

a cavity into cells separated by metal vanes (Stern et al., 2015;
Jeong, Youn, Ahn, Kang, and Semertzidis, 2018; Jeong, Youn,
Ahn, Kim, and Semertzidis, 2018). Such multicell cavities
must be carefully designed to avoid mode crowding and mode
localization. Kim et al. (2020) presented a design achieving a
large form factor for the TM030 mode of a cylindrical cavity by
inserting dielectric vanes. Another proposal is to introduce
materials that produce a plasma frequency for the electro-
magnetic field inside the cavity (Lawson et al., 2019).
The frequency range of cavity haloscopes can also be

extended upward by controlling the spatial variation of the
magnetic field inside the cavity or by introducing dielectric
plates to control the mode structure. These two approaches are
discussed in Sec. V.A.
Berlin et al. (2020), Sikivie (2010), and Lasenby (2020)

proposed searching for axion dark matter in an electromag-
netic cavity that is driven with input power instead of being
permeated by a magnetic field. The relevant process is
aþ γ → γ0, where γ is a microwave photon in the mode that
is driven by input power and γ0 is a microwave photon, in
another mode of the cavity, to be detected as the signal. This
approach can be pursued using an optical cavity as well
(Melissinos, 2009).
Goryachev, McAllister, and Tobar (2019) proposed search-

ing for dark matter axions by detecting the phase noise
induced by the oscillating axion field in driven cavity modes
separated in frequency by the axion mass. An experiment of
this type was reported on by Thomson et al. (2019).

V. OTHER APPROACHES TO AXION DARK MATTER
DETECTION

The cavity technique works well for axion masses between
perhaps 10−7 and a few times 10−5 eV, but not, at any rate, for

all masses that dark matter axions may plausibly have.
Therefore, there is good motivation to look for alternatives.
Over the years, different approaches have been proposed that
collectively address the entire QCD axion mass range, from
10−2 to 10−12 eV. They are the topic of this section. Several
methods were anticipated by Vorobev, Kakhidze, and
Kolokolov (1995) and rediscovered later.

A. Wire arrays and dielectric plates

The conversion of axions to photons in a magnetic field can
be enhanced by controlling the spatial variation of the
magnetic field or by introducing dielectric plates to modify
the mode structure of the electromagnetic field. In such
schemes, it is likely useful to introduce a cavity as well.

1. Wire arrays

The differential cross section for axion to photon conver-
sion in a static magnetic field is given in Eq. (36). Multiplying
by the axion flux βana and integrating over solid angles yields
the conversion rate

R ¼ g2na
16π2ϵ

Z
d3kδ

�
kffiffiffiffiffi
ϵμ

p − ω

�X
λ¼1;2

×

����
Z
V
d3xeiðk⃗a−k⃗Þ·x⃗êλðn̂Þ · B⃗0ðx⃗Þ

����2: ð77Þ

To maximize R for a given field strength and volume, the
magnetic field should be made inhomogeneous on the length

scale set by the momentum transfer q⃗ ¼ k⃗ − k⃗a. Since
dark matter axions are nonrelativistic, ka ≪ k and hence
q ≃ k ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi

ϵμ
p

ω ≃ ffiffiffiffiffi
ϵμ

p
ma. Thus, the inhomogeneity length

scale should be of the order of 1=
ffiffiffiffiffi
ϵμ

p
ma.

In view of this, it was proposed to build an array of
superconducting wires embedded in a dielectric medium
transparent to microwave radiation (Sikivie, Tanner, and
Wang, 1994). Magnetic fields are produced by passing electric
currents through the wires. The dielectric medium keeps the
wires in place. We set μ ¼ 1 here for simplicity.
A possible realization consists of wires parallel to the y axis

whose intersections with the x-z plane form a regular lattice
with lattice constant d. The wires intersect the x-z plane at
ðnxd; nzdÞ, where nx and nz are integers that range from
−Lx=2d to þLx=2d and −Lz=2d and þLz=2d, respectively.
Lx and Lz are the dimensions of the detector in the x̂ and ẑ
directions. The currents Iðnx; nzÞ in the wires are chosen to
produce a particular magnetic field profile. For example,

Iðnx; nzÞ ¼ IðnzÞ ¼ I0 sinðκnzdÞ ð78Þ

produces the magnetic field

B⃗ ¼ −x̂
I0
κd2

cosðκzÞ ð79Þ

in the limit L → ∞ and d → 0. In practice the magnetic field
deviates from Eq. (79) because of finite size L and finite lattice
constant d effects. Such deviations, which can be calculated
without much difficulty, are ignored here for simplicity.
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For definiteness we assume Eq. (79) within a rectangular
volume V ¼ LxLyLz. Because the photons produced are
polarized in the direction x̂ perpendicular to the wires, the
effect of the wires on their propagation is minimized. In using
Eq. (77) we are assuming that the photons propagate as if the
wires were absent. For the magnitude squared of the space
integral in Eq. (77) we have

����
Z
V
d3xe−iq⃗·x⃗B0 cosðκzÞ

����2
¼ ð2πÞ2δLx

ðqxÞδLy
ðqyÞLxLyB2

0

×

�
sin ½ðqz þ κÞLz=2�

qz þ κ
þ sin ½ðqz − κÞLz=2�

qz − κ

�
2

; ð80Þ

where δLðqÞ is a Dirac delta function spread over a width of
the order of 1=L. Resonant conversion is obtained for

qz ¼ �κ. Since k⃗ ≃ q⃗, the photons are emitted in the �ẑ
direction and can therefore be focused by mirrors onto one or
two microwave receivers.
The wave vector κ of the current configuration can be

changed to tune the detector over a range of possible axion
masses. The detector bandwidth is Δkz ≃ π=Lz, whereas the
bandwidth of the axion signal is Δkaz ≃ 2 × 10−3ma. The
conversion rate is obtained by inserting Eq. (80) into Eq. (77)

and carrying out the integral over k⃗. Provided that the axion
signal falls entirely within the bandwidth of the detector, the
signal power is

P ¼ maR ¼ g2

8
ffiffiffi
ϵ

p VLzB2
0ρa

¼ 2 × 10−25 W

�
VLz

m4

��
B0

8 T

�
2
�

gγ
0.36

�
2
�

ma

10−5 eV

�
2 1ffiffiffi

ϵ
p

�
ρa

1
2
× 10−24 g=cm3

�
: ð81Þ

The discussion of the signal to noise and search rate is
similar to that for the cavity detector addressed in Sec. IV.B
and need not be repeated here.
The previously mentioned design is convenient for signal

calculation but not so convenient for construction and oper-
ation. In practice one wishes to minimize the number of
connections between wires. A possible way to do this is to
deform the previously mentioned rectangular array into a
cylinder so that all the wires at a given nz combine to form a
spiral. The spiral could be a NbTi strip etched by photolitho-
graphic techniques onto a low loss insulating sheet. The sheets
would then be stacked to form the body of the detector.
Comparing Eqs. (63) and (81), the expression for the

conversion power of a wire array is seen to be similar to
that of a cavity haloscope but with the product CQ of the
cavity form and quality factors replaced by Lzma=8

ffiffiffi
ϵ

p
. If the

axions have velocity dispersion δv ∼ 10−3, the requirement
Δkz ≳ Δka implies that Lzma ≲ 1600. When searching for
low velocity dispersion flows, such as the big flow of Eq. (19),
Lzma can be made much larger. However, the detector must in
that case be kept aligned with respect to a particular flow.
It is generally advantageous to place the wire array inside an

electromagnetic cavity (Rybka et al., 2015). A small wire
array was built at the University of Washington and placed in
an open Fabry-Perot resonator in an experiment called
ORPHEUS (Rybka et al., 2015). A schematic drawing of
such a setup is shown in Fig. 2. The detector is now in effect a
cavity haloscope and the considerations of Sec. IV apply to it.
If the electric field for the Fabry-Perot mode is

E⃗ω ¼ x̂Eω cosðκzÞ ð82Þ

z

y

FIG. 2. Wire array detector of dark matter axions discussed in Sec. V.A.1. The ŷ and ẑ directions are defined in the text. The dashed
lines represent the envelope of an electromagnetic mode in a confocal resonator. The mode is driven by axion to photon conversion in the
magnetic field produced by currents in an array of wires. The wires are represented by vertical lines.
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within the volume of the wire array and the magnetic field is as
in Eq. (79), the conversion power is given by Eq. (63), with V
the volume of the wire array and C ¼ 0.5F, where F is the
fraction of the distance between the mirrors that is occupied by
the wire array. The detector is tuned by changing the distance
between the mirrors. In the ORPHEUS detector, the distances
between the wire planes were changed proportionately.

2. Dielectric plates

Instead of making the magnetic field inhomogeneous on the
q−1 ∼m−1

a length scale, one may instead have the dielectric
constant vary on that length scale (Morris, 1984; Caldwell et
al., 2017; Ioannisian et al., 2017; Millar, Redondo, and
Steffen, 2017; Baryakhtar, Huang, and Lasenby, 2018;
McAllister et al., 2018). MADMAX (Brun et al., 2019) is
a proposed experiment using dielectric plates, although in a
different manner from the setup described below. MADMAX
evolved from an earlier broadband axion dark matter detection
scheme, called the dish antenna (Horns et al., 2013).
Here we consider a stack of parallel plates of thickness d

and dielectric constant ϵ placed in a Fabry-Perot resonator, as
shown schematically in Fig. 3. The distance D between the
plates is chosen to be the half wavelength π=ma in vacuum of
the photons produced by axion conversion, whereas the plate
thickness d is chosen to be of the order of the half wavelength
π=

ffiffiffi
ϵ

p
ma of those photons in the dielectric material. The

intended electric field profile of the electromagnetic mode in
the region occupied by the dielectric plates is

E⃗ω ¼
(

x̂Eω sin ½ωðz− zjÞ� for 0 ≤ z− zj ≤D;

x̂ Eωffiffi
ϵ

p sin ½ ffiffiffi
ϵ

p
ωðz− zjÞ� for − d ≤ z− zj ≤ 0;

ð83Þ

where zj are the positions of the right faces of the plates; see
Fig. 3. With this electric field profile and a uniform magnetic
field B⃗0 ¼ B0x̂, the conversion power is given by Eq. (63),
with V the volume of the stack of plates (including the spaces
between plates) and

C ¼ 8

π2
ðϵ − 1Þ2

ϵð ffiffiffi
ϵ

p þ 1Þ2 F; ð84Þ

where F is the fraction of the distance between the mirrors that
is occupied by the stack of plates. Some materials (such as
Al2O3) have a high dielectric constant (ϵ ∼ 10) but low
dielectric losses (tan δe ∼ 10−4). The mirrors, if placed outside
the magnetic field region, can be made of superconducting
material so that their contribution to dissipative losses is small.

B. Magnetic resonance

Ignoring the small CP violating term shown explicitly in
Eq. (9), the interaction energy of the axion with a non-
relativistic electron is

Haēe ¼
ge
2fa

�
∇⃗a · σ⃗ þ ∂ta

p⃗ · σ⃗
me

�
; ð85Þ

where p⃗ is the electron momentum, me is its mass, and S⃗ ¼
ð1=2Þσ⃗ is its spin. The first term in Eq. (85) is similar to the
coupling of a magnetic field to electron spin. The effective
magnetic field associated with a gradient in the axion field is

B⃗eff ¼ −
ge
γefa

∇⃗a; ð86Þ

where γe is the electron gyromagnetic ratio. The axion has
analogous interactions (9) with quarks. We therefore expect
the following interaction energy of the axion field with nuclear
spin I⃗:

HaN̄N ¼ gN
fa

∇⃗a · I⃗; ð87Þ

where the gN are dimensionless couplings of the order of 1 that
are determined by nuclear physics in terms of gp and gn
(Stadnik and Flambaum, 2015). Equations (85) and (87)
suggest that one may search for dark matter axions using
magnetic resonance techniques. Barbieri et al. (1989, 2017)

B

FIG. 3. Dielectric plate detector of dark matter axions discussed in Sec. V.A.2. The dashed lines represent the envelope of an
electromagnetic mode in a confocal resonator. The mode is driven by axion to photon conversion in a uniform static externally applied
magnetic field B⃗. The vertical shaded rectangles represent dielectric plates arranged in such a way as to make the overlap integral of the
applied static magnetic field B⃗ with the oscillating electric field of the mode as large as possible. The electric field profile of the mode
is shown.
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proposed detecting the power from axion to magnon con-
version in a medium containing a high density of aligned
electron spins. Graham and Rajendran (2013) and Budker et
al. (2014) proposed to detect the transverse magnetization
induced by the axion field onto a sample of aligned
nuclear spins.
We briefly recall basic aspects of magnetic resonance

(Kittel, 1968). A macroscopic sample of particles with spin
I⃗ and magnetic moment

μ⃗ ¼ γI⃗ ð88Þ

is polarized in a static magnetic field B⃗0 ¼ B0ẑ, or by some
other means, resulting in a magnetization M0ẑ. We use I⃗ to
represent electron spin ð1=2Þσ⃗ or nuclear spin, whichever
applies. In addition to B⃗0, a weak transverse time-dependent
magnetic field B⃗⊥ ¼ x̂BxðtÞ þ ŷByðtÞ is applied. The trans-
verse components of the magnetization satisfy the Bloch
equations

dMx

dt
¼ γðM⃗× B⃗Þx−

1

t2
Mx ¼−γM0Byþ γB0My−

1

t2
Mx

dMy

dt
¼ γðM⃗× B⃗Þy−

1

t2
My ¼þγM0Bx− γB0Mx−

1

t2
My; ð89Þ

where t2 is the transverse relaxation time. When B⃗⊥ ¼ 0, an
initial transverse magnetization precesses about the z axis with
angular frequency ω0 ¼ −γB0 and decays in a time t2. For
definiteness, we assume that the ẑ axis is chosen so that
ω0 > 0. If the transverse field has the form

B⃗⊥ðtÞ ¼ B⊥ðx̂ cosωtþ ŷ sinωtÞ; ð90Þ

the sample acquires in steady state the transverse magnetiza-
tion

M⃗⊥ ¼ M⊥½x̂ cosðωt − ϕÞ þ ŷ sinðωt − ϕÞ�; ð91Þ

with

tanϕ ¼ 1

ðω0 − ωÞt2
ð92Þ

and

M⊥ ¼ γM0t2B⊥ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ðω0 − ωÞ2t22

p : ð93Þ

On resonance (ω ¼ ω0) the transverse magnetization has its
maximum magnitude γM0t2B⊥ and its phase is π=2 behind
that of B⃗⊥.
We now consider a magnetized sample bathed in a flow of

axions described by the field

aðx⃗; tÞ ¼ A sinðk⃗ · x⃗ − ωtÞ; ð94Þ

with ω ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

a þ k⃗ · k⃗
q

≃ma þ k2=2ma. The energy density
of such a flow is

ρa ¼ 1
2
ω2A2: ð95Þ

Comparing Eq. (87) with the interaction HB ¼ −γI⃗ · B⃗ of a
magnetic field with spin, the axion field (94) is seen to
produce an effective tranverse magnetic field

B⃗⊥;eff ¼ −
1

γ

gN
fa

Ak⃗⊥ cosðωtÞ; ð96Þ

where k⃗⊥ ¼ k⃗ − ẑðẑ · k⃗Þ. In contrast to Eq. (90), it drives the
transverse magnetization in only one spatial direction. In
addition, the field due to dark matter axions in the Milky Way
halo does not have the infinite coherence time implied by
Eq. (90) or (94). The direction and time dependence of B⃗⊥;eff

depends on the model of the galactic halo. Two contrasting
proposals were mentioned in Sec. II. In the isothermal
model, the energy dispersion δω ≃ 10−6ma, and hence the
coherence time tc ¼ 1=δω ≃ 0.16 s ðMHz=νaÞ, where νa is
the frequency associated with the axion mass ma ¼ 2πνa. In
the caustic ring model, the local dark matter density
is dominated by a single flow, the big flow, with
velocity dispersion δv ≲ 70 m=s. Its energy dispersion
δω ¼ mavδv≲ 2 × 10−10ma, and hence its coherence time
tc ≳ 700 s ðMHz=νaÞ.

1. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

When the transverse magnetic field is in only one spatial
direction, say, B⃗⊥ðtÞ ¼ B⊥ cosðωtÞx̂, the Bloch equations are
solved by

M⃗aðtÞ¼M⊥a½x̂cosðωt−ϕÞþ ŷsinðωt−ϕÞ�þO
�

1

ωþω0

�
;

ð97Þ

with ϕ given in Eq. (92) and

M⊥a ¼
1

2

γM0t2B⊥ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ðω0 − ωÞ2t22

p : ð98Þ

The terms of the order of ðωþ ω0Þ−1 in Eq. (97) are
nonresonant and can be ignored. The effect of frequency
dispersion in the axion field is included by replacing t2 with
minðt2; tcÞ. We have then on resonance ðω0 ¼ maÞ

M⊥a ¼
gN
fa

v⊥
ffiffiffiffiffi
ρa
2

r
M0 minðt2; tcÞ

¼ 0.5 × 10−14 M0gN

�
ma

10−8 eV

��
v⊥
10−3

�

×

�
ρa

GeV=cm3

�
1=2 minðt2; tcÞ

s
: ð99Þ

The transverse magnetization may be detected by a SQUID
magnetometer. The present sensitivity of such devices is of the
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order of 10−16 T=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
. The CASPEr-Wind experiment

(Budker et al., 2014; Garcon et al., 2018) searches for axion
dark matter using this technique.
Graham and Rajendran (2013), Budker et al. (2014), and

Garcon et al. (2018) proposed a second approach to axion
dark matter detection using NMR techniques called CASPEr-
Electric. In it a static electric field E⃗0 is applied in a direction
transverse to M⃗0. The electric field interacts with the oscillat-
ing electric dipole moment induced onto the nucleus by the
local axion field

d⃗eðtÞ ¼ DN θ̄ðtÞI⃗ ¼ DN
aðtÞ
fa

I⃗; ð100Þ

where DN ∼ 3 × 10−16 e cm; see Eq. (2). The relevant inter-
action is thus

H0
aN̄N ¼ −d⃗e · E⃗N ¼ −DN

aðtÞ
fa

I⃗ · E⃗N; ð101Þ

where E⃗N is the electric field at the location of the nucleus. In
an atom, a static externally applied electric field E⃗0 is screened
at the location of the nucleus by the electron cloud, implying
that E⃗N ¼ 0. Indeed, if E⃗N ≠ 0, the nucleus moves until
E⃗N ¼ 0. However, because of finite nuclear size effects, E⃗N
does not vanish entirely but is suppressed by a factor of ϵS,
called the Schiff factor, of the order of 10−2 for a large nucleus
(Graham and Rajendran, 2013; Budker et al., 2014). Relative
to HaN̄N the strength of the interaction H0

aN̄N is then

ϵSDNE0

gNv⊥ma
∼104

�
ϵs

10−2

��
E0

3×108 V=cm

��
10−10 eV

ma

�
; ð102Þ

suggesting that this approach is attractive for small axion
masses.

2. Axion to magnon conversion

When the axion field excites transverse magnetization,
axions are converted to magnons (Barbieri et al., 1989,
2017; Chigusa, Moroi, and Nakayama, 2020). Whereas an
amplitude measurement such as CASPEr is more sensitive at
low frequencies, a power measurement is more sensitive at
high frequencies. The power from axion to magnon con-
version on resonance (ω0 ¼ ma) is

Pm ¼ −M⃗⊥a ·
dB⃗⊥;eff

dt
V ¼ maM⊥aB⊥;effV

¼
�
ge
fa

�
2

maρaðv⊥Þ2
M0V
γ

minðt2; tcÞ

¼ 7.9 × 10−20 Wg2e

�
ma

10−4 eV

�
3
�
nsV
1024

��
v⊥
10−3

�
2

×

�
ρa

GeV=cm3

�
minðt2; tcÞ

s
ð103Þ

in a volume V of aligned electron spins with density ns. The
QUAX experiment at the INFN Laboratory in Legnaro, Italy,

searches for axion dark matter using a magnetized sample
placed in an electromagnetic cavity (Barbieri et al., 2017;
Crescini et al., 2018, 2020). The electron spins are coupled to
a cavity resonant mode, tuned to the frequency ω0, so that the
magnons convert to microwave photons. The electromagnetic
power is coupled out and detected using a microwave receiver.
The cavity is cooled to temperatures of the order of 100 mK to
suppress thermal noise. The approach was also discussed by
Flower et al. (2019) with results from an initial experiment.

C. LC circuit

For axion masses below 10−7 eV, the size of the cavity
detector is of the order of 10 m or larger. For such small
masses it may be advantageous to replace the cavity by a LC
circuit (Sikivie, Sullivan, and Tanner, 2014; Kahn, Safdi, and
Thaler, 2016; McAllister, Parker, and Tobar, 2016; Silva-
Feaver et al., 2017; Chaudhuri et al., 2018; Chu et al., 2018;
Crisosto et al., 2018, 2020; Ouellet et al., 2019a).3

Equations (23) tell us that in an externally applied magnetic
field B⃗0 dark matter axions produce an electric current density
j⃗a ¼ −gB⃗0∂ta. Assuming that the magnetic field is static, j⃗a
oscillates with frequency ω ¼ ma½1þ ð1=2Þv⃗ · v⃗�, where v⃗ is
the axion velocity. If the spatial extent of the externally applied
magnetic field is much less than ω−1, the Maxwell displace-
ment current ∂tðϵE⃗Þ can be neglected in the second of
Eqs. (23). The magnetic field B⃗a produced by j⃗a then satisfies

∇⃗ × B⃗a ¼ j⃗a. We set μ ¼ 1 for simplicity. One may amplify
B⃗a using a LC circuit and detect the amplified field with a
SQUID magnetometer.
Figure 4 shows a schematic drawing in case the magnet

producing B⃗0 is a solenoid. The field B⃗a has fluxΦa through a

SQUID

FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of the LC circuit axion dark matter
detector in case the magnet is a solenoid. The two crossed
rectangles indicate cross sections of the solenoid’s windings. The
arrow shows the direction of the magnetic field that the solenoid
produces. From Sikivie, Sullivan, and Tanner, 2014.

3Unpublished work on the LC circuit axion dark matter detector
was done in the early 2000s by Sikivie, Sullivan, and Tanner, and
independently by Cabrera and Thomas. The work of Cabrera and
Thomas was presented in a talk given at the Axions 2010 Conference
in Gainesville, Florida, on January 15–17, 2010 (http://www.physics
.rutgers.edu/~scthomas/talks/Axion-LC-Florida.pdf).
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loop of superconducting wire. Because the wire is super-
conducting, the total magnetic flux through the loop circuit is
constant. In the limit where the capacitance C of the circuit is
infinite (the capacitance is removed) the current in the wire is
I ¼ −Φa=L, where L is the inductance of the circuit. The
magnetic field seen by the magnetometer is

Bd ≃
Nd

2rd
I ¼ −

Nd

2rdL
Φa; ð104Þ

where Nd is the number of turns and rd is the radius of the
small coil facing the magnetometer. Ignoring for the moment
the mutual inductances of the LC circuit with neighboring
circuits in its environment, L is a sum

L ≃ Lm þ Lc þ Ld ð105Þ

of contributions Lm from the large pickup loop inside the
externally applied magnetic field Ld from the small coil facing
the magnetometer, and Lc from the coaxial cable in between.
We have

Ld ¼ rdN2
dcd ð106Þ

with

cd ≃ ln

�
8rd
ad

�
− 2; ð107Þ

where ad is the radius of the wire in the small coil. The mutual
inductances of the LC circuit with neighboring circuits can be
measured in any actual setup and taken into account when
optimizing the circuit and estimating the detector’s sensitivity.
For finite C, the LC circuit resonates at frequency

ω ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC

p
. When ω equals the axion rest mass, the

magnitude of the current in the wire is multiplied by the
quality factor Q of the circuit, and hence

Bd ≃
QNdΦa

2Lrd
: ð108Þ

Let us consider the case where the externally applied magnetic
field is homogeneous B⃗0 ¼ B0ẑ, as is approximately true
inside a long solenoid. In such a region

B⃗a ¼ −1
2
gð∂taÞB0ρϕ̂; ð109Þ

where z, ρ, and ϕ are cylindrical coordinates. For the pickup
loop depicted in Fig. 4, a rectangle whose sides lm and rm are
approximately the length and radius of the magnet bore, the
flux of B⃗a through the pickup loop is

Φa ¼ −VmgB0∂ta; ð110Þ
with Vm ¼ ð1=4Þlmr2m. Assuming that lm ≫ rm, the self-
inductance of the pickup loop is Lm ≃ ð1=πÞlm ln ðrm=amÞ,
where am is the radius of the wire.
The time derivative of the axion field is given in terms of the

axion density by ∂ta ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρa

p
cosðωtÞ. Hence, combining

Eqs. (108) and (110), we obtain the magnitude of the magnetic
field seen by the magnetometer

Bd ≃
NdQ
2rdL

Vmg
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρa

p
B0

¼ 1.25 × 10−15 T

�
ρa

GeV=cm3

�
1=2

�
Q
104

�

×

�
g

10−17 GeV−1

�
Nd

�
cm
rd

��
Vm

m3

��
μH
L

��
B0

10 T

�
:

ð111Þ
In comparison, the sensitivity of today’s best magnetometers
is δB ¼ Bn

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δν=Hz

p
, with Bn of the order of 10−16 T. The

detector bandwidth is ν=Q. If a factor of 2 in frequency is to be
covered per year and the duty factor is 30%, the amount of
time t spent at each tune of the LC circuit is of the order of
107 s=Q. The signal to noise ratio depends on the signal
coherence time tc, and hence on the axion velocity distribu-
tion. The coherence times of two contrasting galactic halo
models were given in Sec. V.B. The magnetometer is sensitive
to magnetic fields of magnitude δB ¼ Bnð t HzÞ−1=2 when
t < tc, and δB ¼ BnðHzÞ−1=2ðtctÞ−1=4 when t > tc.
An important source of noise, in addition to the flux noise in

the magnetometer, is the thermal (Johnson-Nyquist) noise in
the LC circuit. It causes voltage fluctuations δVT ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4kBT RΔν

p
(Nyquist, 1928), and hence current fluctuations

δIT¼
δVT

R
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4kBTQΔν

Lω

r

¼2.96×10−13A

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
MHz
ν

��
μH
L

��
Q
104

��
T
mK

��
Δν
mHz

�
;

s

ð112Þ

where we use the relation R ¼ Lω=Q between the resistance
and quality factor of a LC circuit. Equation (112) should be
compared with the current due to the signal

I ¼ Q
L
VmgB0∂ta

¼ 1.99 × 10−11 A

�
Q
104

��
Vm

m3

��
μH
L

�

×

�
g

10−17 GeV−1

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρa

GeV=cm3

r �
B0

10 T

�
ð113Þ

and with the fluctuations in the measured current due to the
noise in the magnetometer

δIB ≃
2rd
Nd

δB ¼ 5.03 × 10−14 A
1

Nd

�
rd
cm

��
Bn

10−16 T

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δν
mHz

r
:

ð114Þ

Another possible source of noise is jumps in the B⃗0 field,
caused by small sudden displacements in the positions of the
wires in the magnet windings.
The LC circuit detector appears to be well suited to axion

dark matter detection in the 10−7 − 10−9 eV range. The
ABRACADABRA experiment at MIT (Kahn, Safdi, and
Thaler, 2016; Ouellet et al., 2019a, 2019b) and the ADMX
SLIC experiment at the University of Florida (Crisosto et al.,
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2018, 2020) have published results. An experiment is also
under construction at Stanford (DM Radio) (Silva-Feaver
et al., 2017; Chaudhuri et al., 2018).
A reentrant cavity is an electromagnetic cavity with proper-

ties similar to those of a LC circuit. McAllister, Shen et al.
(2017) described such a cavity and computed its form factor as
a function of frequency.

D. Atomic transitions

The interaction of an axion with a nonrelativistic electron
[Eq. (85)] and the interaction of an axion with nuclear spin
[Eq. (87)] allow atomic transitions in which an axion is
emitted or absorbed. The transitions are resonant between
atomic states that differ in energy by an amount equal to the
axion mass. Such energy differences can be conveniently
tuned using the Zeeman and Stark effects. One approach to
axion dark matter detection is to cool a kilogram-sized sample
to millikelvin temperatures and count axion induced atomic or
molecular transitions using laser techniques (Sikivie, 2014;
Santamaria et al., 2015; Braggio et al., 2017; Avignone,
Creswick, and Vergados, 2018).
Equation (87) and the first term on the rhs of Eq. (85) are

similar to the coupling of the magnetic field to spin. Those
interactions may cause magnetic dipole (M1) transitions in
atoms and molecules. The second term in Eq. (85) allows
Δj ¼ 0, Δl ¼ 1 parity changing transitions. As usual, l is the
quantum number giving the magnitude of orbital angular
momentum, and j that of total angular momentum. We do not
consider that last interaction further because, starting from the
ground state (l ¼ 0), it causes atomic transitions only if the
energy absorbed is of the order of eV, which is much larger
than the axion mass. Molecular transitions in the eV range
were discussed as a technique for dark matter detection by
Arvanitaki, Dimopoulos, and Van Tilburg (2018).
The ground state of most atoms is accompanied by several

other states related to it by hyperfine splitting, i.e., by flipping
the spin of one or more valence electrons or by changing the z
component Iz of the nuclear spin. The transition rate by axion
absorption from an atomic ground state j0i to an excited state
jii is

Ri ¼
1

2maf2a
minðt; t1; tcÞ

Z
d3p

d3n
dp3

ðp⃗ÞjhijðgeS⃗þgNI⃗Þ · p⃗j0ij2

ð115Þ

on resonance. Here S⃗ is electron spin, t is the measurement
integration time, t1 is the lifetime of the excited state, and tc is
the coherence time of the signal. The latter is related to the
energy dispersion of dark matter axions, tc ∼ 1=δE, as already
discussed. The resonance condition isma ¼ Ei − E0, where Ei
andE0 are the energies of the two states.Thedetector bandwidth
is B ¼ 1=minðt; t1Þ. ðd3n=dp3Þðp⃗Þ is the local axion momen-
tum distribution. The local axion energy density is

ρa ≃ma

Z
d3p

d3n
dp3

ðp⃗Þ: ð116Þ

We define gi by

g2i v
2maρa ≡

Z
d3p

d3n
dp3

ðp⃗ÞjhijðgeS⃗þ gNI⃗Þ · p⃗j0ij2; ð117Þ

where v2 ∼ 10−6 is the average velocity squared of dark matter
axions. gi is a number of the order of 1 giving the coupling
strength of the target atom. gi depends on the atomic transition
used, the direction of polarization of the atom, and the
momentum distribution of the axions. It varies with time of
day and of year since the momentum distribution changes on
those timescales due to the motion of Earth.
For a mole of target atoms, the transition rate on

resonance is

NARi ¼ g2i NAv2
ρa
2f2a

minðt; t1; tcÞ

¼ 535

s

�
ρa

GeV=cm3

��
1011 GeV

fa

�
2

g2i

�
v2

10−6

�

×
minðt; t1; tcÞ

s
; ð118Þ

where NA is Avogadro’s number. There is an almost equal
transition rate for the inverse process jii → j0i with emission
of an axion. It is proposed to allow axion absorptions only by
cooling the target to a temperature T such that there are no
atoms in the excited state. The requirement NAe−ma=T < 0.1
implies that

T ¼ 12 mK

�
1011 GeV

fa

�
: ð119Þ

The transitions are detected by shining a tunable laser on the
target. The laser’s frequency is set so that it causes transitions
from state jii to a highly excited state (with energy of the order
of eV above the ground state) but does not cause such
transitions from the ground state or any other low-lying state.
When the atom deexcites, the associated photon is counted.
The efficiency of this technique for counting atomic transi-
tions is between 50% and 100%.
Consider a sweep in which the frequency is shifted by the

bandwidth B after each measurement integration time t. The
expected number of events per tune and per mole on resonance
is tNARi. If Ba < B, events occur during only one tune,
whereas events occur during Ba=B successive tunes if
Ba > B. Thus, the total number of events per mole during
a sweep through the axion frequency νa ¼ ma=2π is

events
mole

¼ tNARi
minðt; t1Þ

minðt; t1; tcÞ
: ð120Þ

To proceed at a reasonably fast pace, the search should cover a
frequency range of the order of νa per year. Assuming a 30%
duty cycle, one needs a search rate

B
t
¼ 1

t minðt; t1Þ
¼ νa

0.3 yr
¼ 1.5 kHz

s

�
1011 GeV

fa

�
: ð121Þ

The expected number of events per sweep through the axion
frequency is then
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events
mole

¼ 0.35g2i

�
v2

10−6

��
ρa

GeV=cm3

��
1011 GeV

fa

�
: ð122Þ

Note that when the search rate is fixed, as in Eq. (121), the
number of events per sweep through the axion frequency is
independent of t, t1, and tc.
A suitable target material may be found among the

numerous salts of transition group ions that have been studied
extensively using electron paramagnetic resonance techniques
(Abragam and Bleany, 1970). Braggio et al. (2017) carried out
a pilot experiment on a a small crystal of YLiF4 doped with
Er3þ target ions at concentrations of 0.01% and 1%. They
studied the heating of the sample by the laser and found that it
did not produce an unmanageable background in the case
studied.

E. Axion echo

Electromagnetic radiation of angular frequency equal to
half the axion mass (ω ¼ ma=2) stimulates the decay of
axions to two photons and produces an echo, i.e., faint
electromagnetic radiation traveling in the opposite direction.
Hence, one may search for axion dark matter by sending to
space a powerful beam of microwave radiation and listening
for its echo (Arza and Sikivie, 2019). Stimulated axion decay
is described next, first in the rest frame of a perfectly cold
axion fluid, then in the case where the observer is moving with
respect to a perfectly cold axion fluid, and finally in the case
where the axion fluid has velocity dispersion.

1. Perfectly cold axion fluid at rest

In the rest frame of a perfectly cold axion fluid of density ρ
the axion field is

aðtÞ ¼ A sinðmatÞ; ð123Þ

with ρ ¼ ð1=2Þm2
aA2. In radiation gauge (∇⃗ · A⃗ ¼ 0), the

second of Eqs. (23) becomes

ð∂2
t −∇2ÞA⃗ ¼ −gð∇⃗ × A⃗Þ∂ta: ð124Þ

We set ϵ ¼ μ ¼ 0 for simplicity. Let the vector potential of the
outgoing radiation be

A⃗0ðx⃗; tÞ ¼ Re
Z

d3kA⃗0ðk⃗Þeiðk⃗·x⃗−ωtÞ; ð125Þ

where ω ¼ jk⃗j. In the presence of the axion fluid, A⃗0 is itself a
source of electromagnetic radiation A⃗1ðx⃗; tÞ:

ð∂2
t −∇2ÞA⃗1 ¼ −gð∇⃗ × A⃗0Þ∂taþOðg2Þ: ð126Þ

We therefore have

A⃗1ðx⃗; tÞ ¼ Re
Z

d3kA⃗1ðk⃗; tÞeik⃗·x⃗; ð127Þ

with

ð∂2
t þω2ÞA⃗1ðk⃗;tÞ¼−gAma cosðmatÞik⃗× A⃗0ðk⃗Þe−iωt: ð128Þ

The frequencies appearing on the rhs of Eq. (128) are ω�ma.
Resonance occurs when ω −ma ¼ −ω, i.e., when ω ¼ ma=2.
We now write

A⃗1ðk⃗; tÞ ¼ A⃗1ðk⃗; tÞeiωt: ð129Þ

In terms of A⃗1, Eq. (128) is

∂tA⃗1ðk⃗; tÞ ¼ −
1

4ω
gAmak⃗ × A⃗0ðk⃗Þeiðma−2ωÞt ð130Þ

when ∂2
t A⃗1 is neglected versus ω∂tA⃗1 and only the resonance

producing term is kept on the rhs. Solving Eq. (130) with

A⃗1ðk⃗; 0Þ ¼ 0 yields

A⃗1ðk⃗; tÞ ¼ −1
4
gAmak̂ × A⃗0ðk⃗Þeiϵt

sinðϵtÞ
ϵ

; ð131Þ

where k̂ ¼ k⃗=ω and ϵ ¼ ma=2 − ω. For large t,

�
sinðϵtÞ

ϵ

�
2

→ πtδðϵÞ: ð132Þ

Hence, if we write the power in the outgoing A⃗0 wave as

P0 ¼
Z

dω
dP0

dω
ðωÞ; ð133Þ

the power in the A⃗1 wave is (Arza and Sikivie, 2019)

P1 ¼
1

16
g2A2m2

at
Z

dω
dP0

dω
ðωÞπδðma=2−ωÞ¼ 1

16
g2ρ

dP0

dν
t;

ð134Þ

where dP0=dν is the spectral density of the outgoing power at
frequency ν ¼ ω=2π ¼ ma=4π.
Only outgoing power of frequency ν ¼ ma=4π stimulates

axion decay and produces an echo. If the outgoing wave is
stationary, with angular frequency ω ¼ ma=2 and linear
polarization e⃗,

A⃗0ðx⃗; tÞ ¼ Re

�
e−iðma=2Þte⃗

Z
jk⃗j¼ma=2

d2kA0ðk⃗Þeik⃗·x⃗
�
; ð135Þ

the echo wave is

A⃗1ðx⃗;tÞ¼þ1
4
gAmatRe

�
eiðma=2Þte⃗×

Z
jk⃗j¼ma=2

d2kk̂A0ðk⃗Þeik⃗·x⃗
�
:

ð136Þ

The echo wave is linearly polarized at 90° relative to the
outgoing wave and traces it exactly backward in time since it
has the same spatial Fourier transform but the opposite
frequency. If the outgoing beam is emitted as a parallel beam
of finite cross section, it will spread as a result of its transverse
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wave vector components. The echo wave retraces the outgoing
wave backward in time, returning to the location of emission
of the outgoing wave with the latter’s original transverse size.
If the outgoing power P0 is turned on for a time t and then
turned off, the echo power P1 given by Eq. (134) will last
forever in the future under the assumption that the perfectly
cold axion fluid has infinite spatial extent. In the rest frame of
a perfectly cold axion fluid it does not matter in which
direction P0 is emitted. A finite amount of energy emitted at
angular frequency ω ¼ ma=2 in any direction produces an
everlasting faint echo.

2. Perfectly cold axion fluid in motion

We next consider the case where the perfectly cold axion
fluid is moving with velocity v⃗ with respect to the source of
outgoing power. Nothing changes from the previous discus-
sion except that each increment of outgoing energy dE0 ¼
P0dt is emitted from a different location in the cold axion fluid
rest frame. The incremental echo power, given by the rhs of
Eq. (134) with t replaced by dt,

dP1 ¼
1

16
g2ρ

dP0

dν
dt; ð137Þ

returns forever to the location in the axion fluid rest frame
from which the increment dE0 of outgoing energy was
emitted. In the rest frame of the outgoing power source,
the echo from outgoing power emitted a time te ago arrives
displaced from the point of emission of the outgoing power by

d⃗ ¼ v⃗⊥te, where v⃗⊥ is the component of v⃗ perpendicular to
the direction k̂ of emission. Figure 5 illustrates the relative

locations of the outgoing power and echo power in case the
outgoing power is turned on for a while and then turned off.
The echo moves away from the place of emission of the
outgoing power with velocity v⃗⊥. To detect as much echo
power as possible at or near the place of emission of the
outgoing power, the observer wants v⃗⊥ to be as small as
possible, i.e., k̂ in the same direction as v⃗ or the opposite
direction. In the frame of its source, the angular frequency at
which the outgoing power stimulates axion decay is

ω0 ¼
ma

2
ð1þ v⃗ · k̂Þ þOðv2Þ; ð138Þ

whereas

ω1 ¼
ma

2
ð1 − v⃗ · k̂Þ þOðv2Þ ð139Þ

is the angular frequency of the echo.
An attractive target for the echo method is the big flow, the

locally prominent cold dark matter flow in the caustic ring
model of the Milky Way halo. Its velocity vector v⃗BF in a
nonrotating galactic reference frame is given in Eq. (19). In a
reference frame attached to the surface of Earth its velocity is

v⃗ðtÞ ¼ v⃗BF − v⃗LSR − v⃗⊙ − v⃗⊗ðtÞ; ð140Þ

where v⃗LSR is the velocity of the local standard of rest (LSR) in
that same reference frame, v⃗⊙ is the velocity of the Sun with
respect to the LSR, and v⃗⊗ is the velocity of the observer with
respect to the Sun as a result of the orbital and rotational
motions of Earth. We are particularly interested in the extent to
which the uncertainties in the several terms on the rhs of
Eq. (140) affect our ability to minimize v⃗⊥. v⃗⊗ðtÞ is known
with great precision. The components of v⃗⊙ are known with a
precision of the order of 2 or 3 km=s. v⃗LSR is in the direction
of galactic rotation by definition. Its magnitude (often quoted
to be 220 km=s) is known within an uncertainty of the order of
20 km=s. The magnitude of v⃗BF scales with the magnitude of
v⃗LSR and has been estimated at approximately 520 km=s
(Duffy and Sikivie, 2008). The direction of v⃗BF is mostly in
the direction of galactic rotation [see Eq. (19)] and is known
with a precision of the order of 1° (Chakrabarty et al., 2020).
Therefore, we expect that it is possible to reduce jv⃗⊥j to
approximately 5 km=s, the nominal value that we use later.
Consider a dish (such as a radio telescope) of radius R

collecting echo power near the location of the outgoing power
source. Because the echo from outgoing power emitted a time

te ago is displaced by d⃗ ¼ v⃗⊥te, the amount of echo power
collected by the dish is

Pc ¼
1

16
g2ρ

dP0

dν
C

R
jv⃗⊥j

; ð141Þ

where C is a number of the order of 1 that depends on the
configuration of the source relative to the receiver dish

C ¼ jv⃗⊥j
2RP0

Z
dt

Z
S0

d2xI0ðx⃗ÞΘcðx⃗þ v⃗⊥tÞ: ð142Þ

v

v

v Δ  t

P1

0P

t

FIG. 5. Relative positions of the outgoing power and echo
power in the scheme described in Sec. V.E. The figure is drawn in
a reference frame where the outgoing power source is at rest and
where a perfectly cold axion fluid moves with velocity v⃗. If the
outgoing power P0 is emitted in the direction perpendicular to the
plane of the figure from the area of the black circle for a time t and
is then turned off, the echo power P1 arrives in the gray area at a
time Δt after the outgoing power was turned off. The echo power
lasts forever but moves away from the source of outgoing power
with velocity v⃗⊥, where v⃗⊥ is the component of v⃗ transverse to
the direction of emission of the outgoing power.
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Here S0 is the surface from which the outgoing power is
emitted, I0ðx⃗Þ is the outgoing power per unit surface, and
Θcðx⃗Þ is a function that equals 1 if x⃗ belongs to the receiver
dish area and 0 otherwise. For example, C ¼ 0.5 if the
outgoing power is emitted from the center of the receiver
dish, whereas C ¼ 0.424 if the outgoing power is emitted
uniformly from the area of the receiver dish. However, neither
of these configurations is likely to be optimal. It is probably
better to place several source dishes around the receiver dish.
C can be straightforwardly calculated for each configuration.
We assume that a pulse of outgoing power P0, with

frequency ν0 and uniform spectral density dP0=dν ¼
P0=Δν0 over bandwidth Δν0, is emitted during a time tm.
Provided that

tm ≳ R
2jv⃗⊥j

¼ 0.5 × 10−2 s
R

50 m
5 km=s
jv⃗⊥j

; ð143Þ

echo power

Pc ¼ 2.33 × 10−31P0

�
10 kHz
Δν0

��
gγ
0.36

�
2
�
1012 GeV

fa

�
2

×

�
ρ

GeV=cm3

��
C

0.30

��
R

50 m

��
5 km=s
jv⃗⊥j

�
; ð144Þ

is received over the same time interval tm. Since the mag-
nitude of the velocity of the big flow relative to us
v ≃ 520 − 220 km=s ¼ 300 km=s, the frequency of the echo
power is redshifted or blueshifted from ν0 byΔν ≃ 2 × 10−3ν0.
The echo power has bandwidth B ¼ 2δv ν < 5 × 10−7 ν since
thevelocity dispersionof thebig flow is less than70 m=s (Banik
and Sikivie, 2016). The frequency range of interest is approx-
imately 30 MHz to 30 GHz because Earth’s atmosphere is
mostly transparent at those frequencies. It corresponds to the
mass range 2.5 × 10−7 < ma < 2.5 × 10−4 eV,which happens
to be prime hunting ground for QCD axions.
The cosmic microwave background and radio emission by

astrophysical sources are irreducible sources of noise. In
addition, there is instrumental noise. The total noise temper-
ature depends on frequency, on the location of the telescope,
and on the direction of observation. As an example we may
consider the system noise temperature of the Green Bank
Telescope4: approximately 20 K from 1 to 8 GHz, rising
approximately linearly from 20 K at 8 GHz to 40 K at 30 GHz,
and rising exponentially toward low frequencies from 20 K at
1 GHz to 100 K at 300 MHz. The rise at low frequencies is due
to galactic emission and is strongly direction dependent.
100 K at 300 MHz is a typical value. The rise at high
frequencies is due to atomic and molecular transitions in the
atmosphere. It can be mitigated by placing the telescope at a
high elevation. We use here a nominal system noise temper-
ature of 20 K at all frequencies for the purpose of stating the
results of our sensitivity calculations.
The signal to noise ratio with which the echo power is

detected when ω0 falls within the angular frequency range
of the emitted power is given by Dicke’s radiometer

equation (73). Combining Eqs. (144) and (73) and setting
B ¼ 5 × 10−7ν, the total outgoing energy per logarithmic
frequency interval necessary to detect the axion echo with a
given signal to noise ratio is found to be

dE0

d lnν

����
BF

¼ 7.2MWyr

�
s=n
5

��
10GHz

ν

�
1=2

×

�
0.36
gγ

�
2
�

Tn

20K

��
GeV=cm3

ρ

�

×

�
0.30
C

��
tm

10−2 s

�
1=2

�
50m
R

�� jv⊥j
5 km=s

�
: ð145Þ

We used Eq. (3) and ma ¼ 4πν.

3. General axion fluid

In the most general case, the axion fluid is moving with
respect to the observer and has velocity dispersion. Its density
can be expressed as an integral over cold flows

ρ ¼
Z

d3v
d3ρ
dv3

ðv⃗Þ: ð146Þ

Everything stated in Sec. V.E.2 holds true for each infinitesi-
mal cold flow increment. The echo frequency has a spread
δω− ¼ ðm=2Þδvk, where δvk is the spread of axion velocities

in the k̂ direction. The echo of power emitted a time te ago is

spread over a transverse size δd⃗ ¼ δv⃗⊥te, where δv⃗⊥ is the
spread of axion velocities perpendicular to k̂.
We now consider the isothermal model of the Milky Way,

in particular. According to it, the dark matter has density
300 MeV=cm3 on Earth. Its velocity distribution is Gaussian
and isotropic in a nonrotating galactic reference frame with
dispersion

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v⃗ · v⃗

p
¼ 270 km=s≡ ffiffiffi

3
p

σ. In the LSR, the axion
fluid moves with speed 220 km=s in the direction opposite
that of galactic rotation. Assuming the direction k̂ of the
outgoing power is parallel (antiparallel) to the direction of
galactic rotation the echo power is blueshifted (redshifted)
in frequency by a fractional amount whose average is
hΔν=νi ≃ 440 km=s ¼ 1.47 × 10−3 and whose rms deviation
is δν=ν ¼ 2σ ≃ 1.04 × 10−3. The echo from the outgoing
energy that was emitted a time te ago is spread in space over
a fuzzy circular region whose radius is Gaussian distributed
with an average value σte. Equation (141) holds with 1=jv⃗⊥j
replaced by

	
1

jv⃗⊥j



¼
ffiffiffi
π

2

r
1

σ
¼ 1

124 km=s
: ð147Þ

In view of Eq. (143) we now require
tm > 2 × 10−4 s ðR=50 mÞ. Using Eq. (73) with B ¼ 4σν ¼
2.1 × 10−3ν and setting ρ ¼ 0.3 GeV=cm3, we find that

dE0

d lnν

����
iso

¼ 5.3GWyr

�
s=n
5

��
10GHz

ν

�
1=2

�
0.36
gγ

�
2

×

�
Tn

20K

��
0.30
C

��
tm

2×10−4 s

�
1=2

�
50m
R

�
: ð148Þ

4See https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/gbt/proposing/GBTpg.pdf.
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In the case of a known cold flow, the echo method appears to
be an attractive approach because it uses relatively old
technology and is applicable over a wide range of axion
masses.

VI. SOLAR AXION DETECTION

The solar axion flux presents an attractive search oppor-
tunity. It has been pursued using a number of methods.
Equations (15) and (16) provide an estimate of the flux on
Earth of axions produced in the Sun by the Primakoff process.

A. The axion helioscope

Solar axions can be searched for by converting them to
photons in a magnetic field (Sikivie, 1983, 1985; Van Bibber
et al., 1987); see Sec. III. Multiplying the axion flux by the
conversion probability Eq. (49) yields the photon flux

Φγ ¼
0.79
cm2 d

�
gaγγ

10−10 GeV−1

�
4
�

L
10 m

�
2
�

B0

10 T

�
2

ð149Þ

for the case qL ≪ 1, ϵ ¼ μ ¼ 1. The photons produced are
x rays with approximately 4 keV average energy. They point
back to the solar core. If a signal is found, it becomes possible
to see directly into the solar interior. The inverse of the
momentum transfer in the axion-photon conversion process is

1

q
≃
2E
m2

a
¼ 15.8 m

�
10−2 eV

ma

�
2
�

E
4 keV

�
: ð150Þ

The resonance condition qL < 1 is satisfied in vacuum for
axion masses up to approximately 1.5 × 10−2 eV if
L ¼ 10 m. One may extend this range by introducing gas
under pressure in the conversion region (Van Bibber et al.,
1987), giving the photon an effective mass equal to the plasma
frequency ωpl. Alternatively one may make the magnetic field
periodic with wavelength d ¼ 2π=q.
Axion helioscope experiments have been carried out at

Brookhaven National Laboratory (Lazarus et al., 1992), at the
University of Tokyo (Moriyama et al., 1998; Inoue et al.,
2002, 2008), and by the CAST Collaboration at CERN
(Zioutas et al., 2005; Andriamonje et al., 2007; Arik et al.,
2009; Anastassopoulos et al., 2017a). New experiments have
been proposed by the IAXO (Armengaud et al., 2019; Dafni
et al., 2019) and TASTE (Anastassopoulos et al., 2017b)
collaborations. The Tokyo helioscope magnet (2.3 m long, 4 T
field) was mounted on a platform that allowed the Sun to be
tracked at all times. The CAST magnet tracks the Sun for only
part of the day, approximately 1.5 h at sunrise and 1.5 h at
sunset, but is longer (9.3 m) and more powerful (9 T). Both
experiments have introduced He gas in the conversion region
to extend the search range upward in axion mass (Inoue et al.,
2008; Arik et al., 2014, 2015). The limits obtained by the
CAST and Tokyo experiments are shown in Fig. 6 in rough
outline. For details, see the original publications. Additional
limits on axion couplings were obtained by the CAST
Collaboration (Andriamonje et al., 2009, 2010) from a search
for monoenergetic axions emitted in nuclearM1 transitions in

the Sun. Axion emission rates in the M1 transitions of 57Fe,
55Mn, and 23Na were calculated by Haxton and Lee (1991).
It has been proposed to search for solar axions converting to

x rays in the magnetic field of Earth (Davoudiasl and Huber,
2006) or that of the Sun (Hong et al., 2019) using an x-ray
detector placed in orbit around Earth or the Sun.

B. Axioelectric and Mössbauer effects

Solar axions may be searched for using the axioelectric
effect, which is the same as the photoelectric effect but with an
axion instead of a photon. It uses the coupling of the axion to
the electron. Through this coupling, axions are produced in
the Sun by axion bremsstrahlung, Compton-like scattering,
and axion recombination. Theoretical discussions of the
axioelectric effect were given by Zhitnitsky and Skovpen
(1979), Dimopoulos, Starkman, and Lynn (1986), and
Derevianko et al. (2010). Results from experimental searches
were reported by Avignone et al. (1987), Ljubicic et al.
(2004), Avignone (2009), Bellini et al. (2012), Abe et al.
(2013), Alessandria et al. (2013), Armengaud et al. (2013),
Derbin et al. (2013), Aprile et al. (2014), Akerib et al. (2017),
Fu et al. (2017), Liu et al. (2017), and Wang et al. (2020). The
bounds on the electron coupling obtained by these searches
are of the order of

gaēe ¼ ge
me

fa
≲ 10−11: ð151Þ

The most severe limit reported is 3.5 × 10−12 (90% C.L.)
(Akerib et al., 2017).
Solar axions may also be searched for by using the

Mössbauer effect (De Rujula, and Zioutas, 1989;
Moriyama, 1995). Nearly monochromatic axions are emitted
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FIG. 6. Limits on the electromagnetic coupling gaγγ obtained by
the solar axion searches discussed in Sec. VI as a function of
axion mass ma. The relationship between mass and coupling in
the KSVZ and DFSZ axion models and the limit from stellar
evolution [horizontal branch (HB) stars] are shown as well. The
Tokyo and CAST limits are indicated only in rough outline; for
details see Inoue et al. (2008) and Anastassopoulos et al. (2017a).
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in nuclear transitions in the Sun, e.g., 14.4 keV axions in
transitions between the first excited and ground states of 57Fe.
Such axions may be searched for by resonant absorption on
the same nucleus on Earth. The nucleus emits an x ray when it
deexcites. The process uses the coupling of axions to
nucleons. An experimental search of this type was reported
by Krcmar et al. (2001).

C. Primakoff effect

Solar axions may be searched for by converting them to
photons in the Coulomb field of nuclei, i.e., the Primakoff
effect. The cross section for Primakoff conversion of an axion
to a photon in the Coulomb field of a nucleus can be obtained
by repeating the steps of Sec. III.B but keeping the first term in

j⃗a ¼ gðE⃗0 × ∇⃗a − B⃗0∂taÞ instead of the second term, and
setting E0ðx⃗Þ ¼ Zex⃗=4πjx⃗j3. For ϵ ¼ μ ¼ 1, this yields

dσ
dΩ

¼ g2Z2α

4πβa

ω2

q4
½q2 − ðn̂ · q⃗Þ2�; ð152Þ

where q⃗ ¼ k⃗ − k⃗a, k⃗a ¼ ωβ⃗a is the initial axion momentum

and k⃗ ¼ ωn̂ is the final photon momentum. The conversion
rate on nuclei forming a crystal lattice is resonantly enhanced
when the Bragg scattering condition is satisfied (Paschos and
Zioutas, 1994). As Earth spins, the varying orientation of the
detector with respect to the direction of the Sun produces a
distinctive temporal pattern of the counting rate, which helps
one to distinguish signal from background. Searches of this
type have been carried out by the SOLAX Collaboration
(Avignone et al., 1998) in Sierra Grande, Argentina, the
DAMA Collaboration (Bernabei et al., 2001) in the Gran
Sasso Laboratory, Italy, the COSME Collaboration (Morales
et al., 2002) in the Canfranc Laboratory, Spanish Pyrenees,
and the CDMS Collaboration (Ahmed et al., 2009) in the
Soudan Underground Laboratory in Minnesota. The limits
obtained are shown in Fig. 6.

VII. DICHROISM AND BIREFRINGENCE IN A MAGNETIC
FIELD

The existence of an axion field causes the vacuum to be
birefringent and dichroic in the presence of a magnetic field
(Maiani, Petronzio, and Zavattini, 1986; Raffelt and
Stodolsky, 1988). The purpose of this section is to derive
these properties. A medium is called “birefringent” if it has
different indices of refraction for the two states of linear
polarization of light. It is “dichroic” if it has different
absorption coefficients for those two states. In general, light
traveling in the z direction has amplitude

A⃗ ¼ Re½ðAxx̂þAyŷÞe−iωt�; ð153Þ

where Ax and Ay are complex numbers. Equation (153)

implies that, as a function of time t, the vector A⃗ describes an
ellipse in the x-y plane. By definition, the ellipticity of the
light is the ratio of the minor to major axes of that ellipse. If the
light is linearly polarized,Ax andAy have the same phase and
we may write Ax ¼ A cos α;Ay ¼ A sin α, where α is the

angle of the plane of polarization with the x axis. The
ellipticity of such light is zero. When light that is initially
linearly polarized travels through a birefringent material, the
relative phase between Ax and Ay changes and the light
acquires ellipticity. When light that is initially linearly
polarized travels through a dichroic material, the plane of
polarization rotates toward the direction with least absorption.
We recall that, even if there is no axion, the vacuum is

birefringent in the presence of a magnetic field as a conse-
quence of the box diagram of quantum electrodynamics. Euler
and Heisenberg showed that it implies the effective interaction
(Heisenberg and Euler, 1936; Itzykson and Zuber, 1980)

LEH ¼ 2α2

45m4
e
½ðE2 − B2Þ2 þ 7ðE⃗ · B⃗Þ2�; ð154Þ

as a consequence of which light traveling through a magnetic
field B⃗0 has different indices of refraction depending on
whether it is polarized parallel or perpendicular to B⃗0.
We assume that an axion exists and consider light traveling

in the ẑ direction in a constant magnetic field B⃗ ¼ B0x̂, and
initially linearly polarized (A⃗in) at an angle α relative to the
direction of the magnetic field; see Fig. 7. In view of Sec. III,
we expect the x component of light to become depleted
by γ → a conversion, whereas the y component propagates as
usual. Specifically, after a distance L, the magnitude
of the x component of light is reduced as jAxj →
½1 − ð1=2ÞpðLÞ�jAxj, where pðLÞ is the conversion proba-
bility given in Eq. (44), whereas jAyj is unchanged. The plane
of polarization rotates therefore by the angle

δαðLÞ ¼ 1
4
pðLÞ sinð2αÞ: ð155Þ

In addition, the light acquires ellipticity because the relative
phase between Ax and Ay changes (Maiani, Petronzio, and
Zavattini, 1986; Raffelt and Stodolsky, 1988), i.e.,

Ay → Ay; Ax → ½1 − 1
2
pðLÞ þ iϕðLÞ�Ax: ð156Þ

In terms of ϕðLÞ, the acquired ellipticity is

eðLÞ ¼ 1
2
jϕðLÞj sinð2αÞ: ð157Þ

Thus, if an axion exists, there is dichroism and a new source of
birefringence in the presence of amagnetic field.We nowderive
the expression for the phase shift ϕðLÞ (Maiani, Petronzio, and
Zavattini, 1986). As a by-product, we rederive Eq. (44) for the
conversion probability pðLÞ later as well (Maiani, Petronzio,
and Zavattini, 1986; Raffelt and Stodolsky, 1988).
Consider a region of homogeneous dielectric constant ϵ and

homogeneous static external magnetic field B⃗0. Axion-photon
dynamics in such a region is described by the modified
Maxwell’s equations

ϵ∇⃗ · E⃗ ¼ gB⃗0 · ∇⃗a;
∇⃗ × B⃗ − ϵ∂tE⃗ ¼ −gB⃗0∂ta; ð158Þ

and the equation of motion for the axion field
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ð∂2
t − ∇⃗2 þm2

aÞa ¼ −gB⃗0 · E⃗: ð159Þ

We choose the gauge Φ ¼ 0. Any solution of Eqs. (158)
and (159) is a linear superposition of plane waves

A⃗ðx⃗; tÞ ¼ A⃗eiðk⃗·x⃗−wtÞ; aðx⃗; tÞ ¼ a eiðk⃗·x⃗−wtÞ; ð160Þ

where the relation between ω and k⃗ depends on the direction

of polarization. Let k⃗ ¼ kẑ, and let

B⃗0 ¼ B0zẑþ B0xx̂; A⃗ ¼ AzẑþAxx̂þAyŷ: ð161Þ

Equations (158) and (159) are equivalent to

iωϵAz ¼ þgB0za;

ðk2 − ϵω2ÞAy ¼ 0; ð162Þ

and

k2
�
Ax

a

�
¼

� ϵω2 þigB0xω
−igB0xω ω2 −m2

a − ϵ−1g2B2
0z

��
Ax

a

�
:

ð163Þ

Thus, the Ay mode propagates in the usual fashion, whereas
the Ax mode oscillates into the axion field and vice versa.
From Eq. (163), one finds the following k2 eigenvalues for
given ω:

k2� ¼ 1

2

�
ðϵþ 1Þω2 −m2

a −
ðgB0zÞ2

ϵ
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
ðϵ − 1Þω2 þm2

a þ
ðgB0zÞ2

ϵ

�
2

þ 4g2B2
0xω2

s �
: ð164Þ

The corresponding eigenmodes are proportional to

�
Ax

a

�
�
≡

� −igB0xω
ϵω2 − k2�

�
: ð165Þ

The general solution is therefore

Ay ¼ ðAyþeikz þAy−e−ikzÞe−iωt;�
Ax

a

�
¼

�
ðAþþeikþz þAþ−e−ikþzÞ

�
Ax

a

�
þ
þ ðA−þeik−z þA−−e−ik−zÞ

�
Ax

a

�
−

�
e−iωt; ð166Þ

where Ay�;Aþ� and A−� are constants, and k ¼ ffiffiffi
ϵ

p
ω.

We are interested in the solution describing a wave traveling in the þẑ direction, which is initially, at z ¼ 0, a purely
electromagnetic wave linearly polarized at an angle α relative to x̂. For that case

B
0

A
fin A in

α

x

y

B
0

A
fin A in

α

x

y

(b)(a)

FIG. 7. Axion effects on the propagation of light in a magnetic field B⃗0. Initially the light is linearly polarized in the direction A⃗in. Its
direction of propagation is perpendicular to the plane. (a) The component of light polarized parallel to the magnetic field converts
partially to axions, whereas the perpendicular component is unaffected. This causes a rotation of the plane of polarization away from the
direction of the magnetic field. (b) In addition, a phase difference is induced between the parallel and perpendicular components, causing
light that is initially linearly polarized to acquire ellipticity.
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Ay− ¼ Aþ− ¼ A−− ¼ 0;

Ayjz¼0 ¼ A sin α e−iωt; Axjz¼0 ¼ A cos α e−iωt; ajz¼0 ¼ 0; ð167Þ

and therefore

Ayðz; tÞ ¼ Re½A sin α eiðkz−ωtÞ�;

Axðz; tÞ ¼ Re

�
A cos α
k2þ − k2−

½ðϵω2 − k2−Þeiðkþz−ωtÞ − ðϵω2 − k2þÞeiðk−z−ωtÞ�
�
;

aðz; tÞ ¼ Re

�
−iA cos α

gB0xω

k2þ − k2−
ðeiðkþz−ωtÞ − eiðk−z−ωtÞÞ

�
: ð168Þ

We used the identity ðϵω2 − k2−Þðϵω2 − k2þÞ ¼ −g2B2
0xω

2. From Eq. (168) one may obtain the energy fluxes in the axion field
PaðzÞ ¼ h−∂ta∂zai and in each polarization state of the photon field: PxðzÞ ¼ h−∂tAx∂zAxi and PyðzÞ ¼ h−∂tAy∂zAyi. The
brackets indicate time averages. The a → γ conversion probability is found to be

pðzÞ ¼ PaðzÞ
Pxð0Þ

¼ 4g2B2
0xω

2sin2½ðkþ − k−Þz=2�
ðk2þ − k2−Þ2

�
1þO

�
kþ − k−

k

��
: ð169Þ

Since

gB0 ¼
α

π

gγ
fa

B0 ¼ 1.63 × 10−16 eV

�
107 GeV

fa

��
B0

10 T

��
gγ
0.36

�
; ð170Þ

ðgB0Þ2 is much smaller than ϵω2 and ω2 −m2
a in most cases of practical interest. If so, Eq. (164) becomes

k2þ¼ ϵω2þ g2B2
0xω

2

ðϵ−1Þω2þm2
a
þOðg4B4

0Þ;

k2−¼ω2−m2
a−

g2B2
0z

ϵ
−

g2B2
0xω

2

ðϵ−1Þω2þm2
a
þOðg4B4

0Þ: ð171Þ

We then have

pðzÞ ¼ g2B2
0x

ϵq2
sin2

�
qz
2

��
1þO

�
g2B2

0;
q
k

��
; ð172Þ

where

q ¼ ffiffiffi
ϵ

p
ω −

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ω2 −m2

a

q
: ð173Þ

Equation (172) agrees with Eq. (44) on resonace, i.e., when
q → 0 and hence βa →

ffiffiffi
ϵ

p
. Rewriting the second part of

Eq. (168) in the form

Ax ¼ RefA cos α½1þ δðzÞ þ iϕðzÞ�eiðkz−ωtÞg; ð174Þ

we find that δðzÞ ¼ −ð1=2ÞpðzÞ, as anticipated, and (Maiani,
Petronzio, and Zavattini, 1986; Raffelt and Stodolsky, 1988)

ϕðzÞ ¼ g2B2
0x

4ϵq2
½qz − sinðqzÞ�

�
1þO

�
g2B2

0;
q
k

��
ð175Þ

for the phase shift.

Dichroism and birefringence of the vacuum in the presence
of a magnetic field was searched for by the RBFT
Collaboration at Brookaven National Laboratory (Cameron
et al., 1993) and by the PVLAS Collaboration at the INFN
National Laboratory in Legnaro, Italy (Zavattini et al., 2006,
2008). The sensitivity to optical rotation achieved in these
experiments is of the order of 10−8 rad. The Cotton-Mouton
and Voigt effects are important backgrounds. The Cotton-
Mouton effect is the birefringence of liquids in the presence of
a magnetic field transverse to the direction of propagation.
The Voigt effect is the analogous effect in gases. The signal is
enhanced by the use of an optical cavity that allows the laser
beam to be passed through the magnetic field many times.
Equation (155) is replaced in that case by

δαðLÞ ¼ 1
4
pðLÞ sinð2αÞN; ð176Þ

where N is the number of passes through the magnet. With
N ∼ 105, B∼ few Tesla, and L ∼ 10 m, the sensitivity in g is of
the order of ð107 GeVÞ−1 when the resonance condition qL <
1 is satisfied. For laser light (ω ∼ eV) in vacuum (ϵ ¼ 1) and
L ∼ 10 m, the resonance condition is satisfied when
ma ≲ 0.3 meV. For ma > meV, the sensitivity to g decreases
as m−2

a . The PVLAS Collaboration claimed a signal (Zavattini
et al. (2006)) but retracted it after additional measurements
were made (Zavattini et al., 2008).
Zarei et al. (2019) and Shakeri, Marsh, and Xue (2020)

proposed schemes to measure the birefringence of light due to
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virtual axion exchange in a magnetic field or in a high
intensity laser beam.

VIII. SHINING LIGHT THROUGH WALLS

Another approach to axion detection is γ → a conversion in
a magnetic field followed by a → γ back-conversion, also in a
magnetic field (Van Bibber et al., 1987). This type of
experiment is commonly referred to as shining light through
walls. If P0 is the power of the laser and p and p0 are the
conversion probabilities in the magnets on the left-hand and
right-hand sides of the wall, the power in regenerated photons
is P ¼ p0pP0. Formulas for the conversion probabilities can
be found in Sec. III. Shining light through walls experiments
have been carried out by multiple groups (Ruoso et al., 1992;
Robilliard et al., 2007; Afanasev et al., 2008; Chou et al.,
2008; Pugnat et al., 2008; Ehret et al., 2010; Ballou et al.,
2015). For ma < 3 × 10−4 eV, the following limit on the
axion coupling to two photons has been obtained (Ballou
et al., 2015):

gaγγ < 3.5 × 10−8 GeV−1: ð177Þ

It is less severe than the limit from the CAST solar axion
search (Andriamonje et al., 2007). This is due largely to the
high intensity of the solar axion flux compared to the flux
produced by photon conversion in a laboratory magnetic field,
and the fact that solar axions have keV energies, whereas
axions produced by lasers have eV energies. On the other
hand, shining light through walls is a purely laboratory
experiment and the previously described simple version can
be improved upon.
A first improvement is to introduce an optical cavity in

which the photons, on the axion production side of the wall,
are bounced back and forth multiple times (Ruoso et al.,
1992). Each photon in the cavity converts to axions with
probability p for each pass through the cavity. If the
reflectivity of the mirrors is R ¼ 1 − η and P0 is the laser
power, the power of the right-moving wave in the cavity is
ð1=2ηÞP0. The axion power through the wall is then increased
by the factor 1=2η. Presently available mirrors may have η as
small as 10−5.
A further improvement (Hoogeveen and Ziegenhagen,

1991; Fukuda et al., 1996; Sikivie, Tanner, and van Bibber,
2007; Mueller et al., 2009) is to have tuned Fabry-Perot
cavities on both sides of the wall. It is shown below that the
probability of axion to photon conversion in the reconversion
cavity is ð2=πÞF 0p0, where F 0 is the finesse of the reconver-
sion cavity and p0 is the reconversion probability in the
absence of a cavity. The finesse of a cavity is F ¼ π=η if the
reflectivity of its mirrors is R ¼ 1 − η. Including both
improvements, the regenerated photon power is

P ¼ 1

η0η
p0pP0: ð178Þ

Half of the power P is right moving and half is left moving. To
detect all the regenerated photons, detectors should be
installed on both sides of the regeneration cavity. We
implicitly assume in Eq. (178) that the loss of power from

the regeneration cavity is enirely due to transmission through
its mirrors. In general there are other contributions,
η0 ¼ η0trans þ η0abs þ η0scatt, where the last two terms represent
absorption and scattering (including diffraction) losses. If
transmission is not entirely dominant, the rhs of Eq. (178) is
multiplied by the factor f ¼ η0trans=η0. An experiment of this
type, named ALPS II, is presently under construction at DESY
(Bähre et al., 2013). A derivation (Mueller et al., 2009) of
Eq. (178) follows.
The modes of a Fabry-Perot cavity are described in Φ ¼ 0

gauge by standing waves

A⃗ ¼ Ax̂ sinðkzÞ cosðωtÞ; ð179Þ
with k ¼ ffiffiffi

ϵ
p

ω. ϵ is the dielectric constant in the cavity. We set
the magnetic permeability μ ¼ 1 for simplicity. The cavity has
mirrors that enforce Ex ¼ 0 at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ L. Thus, the
wave vector has quantized values k ¼ πn=L, with
n ¼ 1; 2; 3;…. The energy stored in the cavity is

E ¼ 1
4
SLA2ϵω2; ð180Þ

where S is the transverse area of the standing wave.
Equation (179) assumes that kS ≫ L.
When a cavity mode A⃗ ¼ x̂AðtÞ sinðkzÞ is not driven, its

amplitude satisfies

�
d2

dt2
þ γ

d
dt

þ ω2

�
AðtÞ ¼ 0: ð181Þ

The quality factor isQ ¼ ω=γ. The power in the right-moving
component is

Pþ ¼ 1
8
SA2

ffiffiffi
ϵ

p
ω2: ð182Þ

If the mirrors have reflectivity R ¼ 1 − η and there are no
other losses, the power emitted through the two mirrors is
2ηPþ ¼ γE. Hence,

Q ¼ L
ffiffiffi
ϵ

p
ω

η
¼ nF ; ð183Þ

where F is the finesse.
In the presence of a large static magnetic field B⃗0, the

inhomogeneous Maxwell’s equations (158) apply. The axion
beam traveling through the regeneration cavity is described by

aðz; tÞ ¼ a sinðkaz − ωtÞ: ð184Þ

It is assumed to have the same transverse area S as the
regeneration cavity mode. In practice, S varies along the beam
path. The following calculation assumes that the axion wave
and the photon wave in the regeneration cavity follow the
profile of the hypothetically unimpeded photon wave in the
production cavity. The power in the axion beam is

Pa ¼ Sh−∂ta∂zai ¼ 1
2
Sa2ωka: ð185Þ

Let B⃗0 ¼ B0x̂, and let A⃗ðz; tÞ ¼ Aðz; tÞx̂. The first of
Eqs. (158) is trivially satisfied, whereas the second becomes
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�
ϵ
∂2

∂t2 −
∂2

∂z2
�
Aðz; tÞ ¼ ωgB0a cosðkaz − ωtÞ: ð186Þ

Since Að0; tÞ ¼ AðL; tÞ ¼ 0, we may expand

Aðz; tÞ ¼
X∞
n¼1

AnðtÞ sin
�
nπ
L

z

�
: ð187Þ

Substituting back in Eq. (186) one finds that

�
d2

dt2
þ ω2

n

�
AnðtÞ ¼ D sin

�
ωtþ qL

2

�
; ð188Þ

where ωn ¼ nπ=
ffiffiffi
ϵ

p
L and

D ¼ 1

ϵ
gωB0a

2

Lq
sin

�
qL
2

�
: ð189Þ

q ¼ kn − ka ¼ nπ=L −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ω2 −m2

a

p
is the momentum transfer,

as before. Nonresonant terms are neglected. When dissipation
is included, Eq. (188) becomes

�
d2

dt2
þ γ

d
dt

þ ω2
n

�
AnðtÞ ¼ D sin

�
ωtþ qL

2

�
: ð190Þ

Up to transients, the solution is

AnðtÞ ¼
D sinðωt − ϕÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðω2

n − ω2Þ2 þ ω2γ2
p ; ð191Þ

with

ϕ ¼ −
qL
2

þ tan−1
�

ωγ

ω2
n − ω2

�
: ð192Þ

When the laser cavity and the regeneration cavity are tuned to
the same frequency (ωn ¼ ω)

A⃗ ¼ x̂A sin

�
nπ
L

z

�
sin

�
ωtþ qL

2
−
π

2

�
; ð193Þ

with

A ¼ D
ωγ

¼ gB0a
ϵγ

2

Lq
sin

�
qL
2

�
: ð194Þ

The energy E stored in the mode is given by Eq. (180).
Dividing the power γE that the cavity emits by the axion
power Pa, one obtains the axion to photon conversion
probability

pFP ¼ 2g2B2
0

ϵβaωL
Q

1

q2
sin2

�
qL
2

�
: ð195Þ

In terms of the conversion probability p in the same region
without cavity [Eq. (44) with μ ¼ 1] we have

pFP ¼ 2Qffiffiffi
ϵ

p
Lω

p ¼ 2F
π

p; ð196Þ

as announced.
Hoogeveen (1992), Caspers, Jaeckel, and Ringwald (2009),

Bogorad et al. (2019), and Janish et al. (2019) proposed
shining light through walls using microwaves instead of
visible light. Axions are produced in one electromagnetic
cavity permeated by a magnetic field and detected in an other.

IX. LONG-RANGE FORCES MEDIATED BY AXIONS

The exchange of virtual axions produces forces between
macroscopic bodies that may manifest themselves as devia-
tions from the 1=r2 gravitational law (Moody and Wilczek,
1984). It also produces effective interactions in atoms that
slightly modify atomic spectroscopy (Weinberg, 1978).
The general form of the interaction of the axion with a Dirac

fermion f is given in Eq. (8). It implies the interaction energy
given in Eq. (9) in case the fermion is nonrelativistic. It also
implies that the fermion is a source for the axion field

ð∂2
t −∇2 þm2

aÞaðx⃗; tÞ ¼ þ gf
2fa

∇⃗ · ½χ†ðx⃗; tÞσ⃗χðx⃗; tÞ�

þmfθf
fa

χ†ðx⃗; tÞχðx⃗; tÞ; ð197Þ

where χðx⃗; tÞ is the nonrelativistic fermion’s two-component
spinor field. We assume that a spin 1=2 fermion is localized at
x⃗1 and that its spin state is slowly varying on the timescale set
by m−1

a . Equation (197) then implies

aðx⃗Þ ¼ 1

fa

�
mfθf þ

gf
2
σ⃗ · ∇⃗

�
e−mar

4πr

¼ 1

fa

�
mfθf −

gf
2
ðσ⃗ · r̂Þ

�
ma þ

1

r

��
e−mar

4πr
; ð198Þ

where r⃗ ¼ rr̂ ¼ x⃗ − x⃗1 and σ⃗ acts on the fermion spin state.
We assume further that a second fermion f0 is localized at x⃗2.
Equation (9) implies an interaction energy between the two
fermions

Vðx⃗2 − x⃗1; σ⃗; σ⃗0Þ ¼
1

fa

�
−m0

fθ
0
f þ

g0f
2
σ⃗0 · ∇⃗2

�
aðx⃗2 − x⃗1Þ;

ð199Þ

where the primed quantities refer to the second fermion.
Substituting Eq. (198) the interaction energy is seen to be the
following sum of three terms:

Vðx⃗2 − x⃗1; σ⃗; σ⃗0Þ ¼ Vmon-mon þ Vmon-dip þ Vdip-dip; ð200Þ

called “monopole-monopole,” “monopole-dipole,” and
“dipole-dipole” interactions:
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Vmon-mon ¼−
mfθfm0

fθ
0
f

f2a

e−mar

4πr
;

Vmon-dip ¼−
1

f2a
½mfθfg0fr⃗ · σ⃗

0−m0
fθ

0
fgfr⃗ · σ⃗�

e−mar

8πr2

�
maþ

1

r

�
;

Vdip-dip ¼−
gfg0f
4f2a

σjσ
0
k

�
δjk

�
e−mar

4πr2

�
maþ

1

r

�
þ1

3
δ3ðr⃗Þ

�

− rjrk
e−mar

4πr3

�
m2

aþ3
ma

r
þ3

1

r2

��
; ð201Þ

where r⃗ ¼ x⃗2 − x⃗1.
Relative to the gravitational potential −GNmfm0

f=r, the
potential due to axion exchange is enhanced by the factor
ðMPlanck=faÞ2 but has a finite range m−1

a . When the coupling
f−1a is large, the range m−1

a is small, and vice versa. The
monopole-monopole force is small at any rate compared to the
gravitational force because it is suppressed by 2 powers of θf.
Recall that θf are expected to be of the order of θQCD, and
θQCD is less than 10−10 in view of the upper limit on the
neutron electric dipole moment. If there is Peccei-Quinn
symmetry and no other physics beyond the standard model,
θQCD ∼ 10−17 due to CP violation in the weak interactions.
The dipole-dipole force is not suppressed by any powers of θf
and is therefore relatively large. It has a background from
ordinary magnetic forces but this background can be sup-
pressed to some extent by using superconducting shields. The
monopole-dipole force may be the most attractive target as it
has only 1 factor of θf and does not have such a large
background from ordinary magnetic forces.
The monopole-dipole force has been searched for using a

variety of approaches, including torsion balance techniques
(Ritter, Winkler, and Gillies, 1993; Hammond et al., 2007;
Hoedl et al., 2011; Terrano et al., 2015), the effect of a large
unpolarized mass on a nearby comagnetometer (Youdin et al.,
1996; Lee, Almasi, and Romalis, 2018), its effect on a
paramagnetic salt sample (Ni et al., 1999; Crescini et al.,
2017), the spin relaxation of cold neutrons (Ignatovich and
Pokotilovski, 2009; Serebrov et al., 2010) and 3He nuclei
(Guigue et al., 2015) due to their collisions with trap walls, the
shift in the nuclear spin precession frequency due to the
presence of a nearby unpolarized mass (Tullney et al., 2013),
and the shifts in atomic energy levels due to P and T violating
interactions (Stadnik, Dzuba, and Flambaum, 2018). These
searches place lower bounds on fa=

ffiffiffiffiffi
θf

p
that reach of the

order of 1015 GeV for ALPs that are massless or sufficiently
light (Youdin et al., 1996; Tullney et al., 2013; Crescini et al.,
2017; Lee, Almasi, and Romalis, 2018). The bounds do not
reach QCD axions because the range of QCD axion mediated
forces is too short in all cases.
The dipole-dipole force has been searched for using a

variety of approaches as well, including the shifts in nuclear
Zeeman frequency (Glenday et al., 2008) and nuclear pre-
cession frequency (Vasilakis et al., 2009) due to proximity
with a polarized source, atomic spectroscopy (Ledbetter,
Romalis, and Jackson-Kimball, 2013; Ficek et al., 2017),
torsion balance techniques (Terrano et al., 2015), scanning
tunneling microscopy (Luo et al., 2017), and the effect of a
polarized source on a nearby comagnetometer (Lee et al.,

2018). The resulting lower bounds on fa reach of the order of
105 GeV for ALPs that are massless or sufficiently light
(Terrano et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2018). They do not reach
QCD axions for the previously stated reason.
The ARIADNE experiment (Arvanitaki and Geraci, 2014)

proposed to produce an oscillating axion field by rotating an
unpolarized nonaxially symmetric macroscopic body at a
frequency ω. The axion field produces an effective transverse
magnetic field at the location of a nearby sample that is
nuclear spin polarized by a laboratory magnetic field adjusted
so that its Larmor frequency equals ω. The oscillating axion
field then resonantly excites transverse magnetization in the
polarized body. The transverse magnetization is detected by a
SQUID magnetometer.

X. PHOTON FLUX FROM RELIC AXION DECAY

Through its electromagnetic coupling, the axion decays to
two photons at the rate

Γa→2γ ¼ g2γ
α2

64π3
m3

a

f2a
≃
1.5 × 10−50

s

�
ma

10−5 eV

�
5
�

gγ
0.36

�
2

:

ð202Þ

One may search for the photon flux from the decay of relic
axions (Bershady, Ressell, and Turner, 1991; Ressell, 1991;
Blout et al., 2001). The signal is largest when the decay rate is
of the order of the Hubble rate today. If the decay rate is much
larger, the axions have already decayed. If it is much less, too
few axions are decaying at present. Equation (202) indicates
that the largest signal is for an axion mass of the order of
10 eV. Such large axion masses are inconsistent with the
constraints from laboratory searches and stellar evolution. We
may, however, consider a broader class of ALPs. We assume
that the ALP is a light pseudoscalar similar to the axion except
that its coupling to two photons gAγγ and its mass mA are
unrelated. We use A to indicate the ALP field.
The two photon coupling gAγγ , defined by

LAγγ ¼ −gAγγAE⃗ · B⃗; ð203Þ

is bounded from above by

gAγγ < 10−10 GeV−1 ð204Þ

by requiring that ALP emission does not excessively shorten
the lifetimes of horizontal branch stars in globular clusters
(Raffelt, 2008). In terms of this bound and the present age of
the Universe t0 ¼ 1.38 × 1010 yr, the ALP decay rate is

ΓA→2γ ≃
1

t0

�
gAγγ

10−10 GeV−1

�
2
�

mA

310 eV

�
3

ð205Þ

assuming no other decay modes. ALPs are produced in the
early Universe through processes analogous to those that
produce axions. Both thermal and cold relic ALP populations
may occur.
We now consider an aggregate of relic ALPs of total mass

M, such as all ALPs that are part of a galaxy cluster.
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The aggregate emits photons with frequency ω ¼ ð1=2ÞmA.
Its luminosity is L ¼ MΓA→2γ . In a flat static universe, the
energy flux observed at a large distance r from the aggregate is
I ¼ L=4πr2. Let S be the cross-sectional area of the aggregate
as seen from the direction of the observer, and therefore let
ΔΩ ¼ S=r2 be the subtended solid angle. We may write

M ¼
Z
S
d2x

Z
dr ρAðr⃗Þ ¼

Z
ΔΩ

r2dΩΣðn̂Þ; ð206Þ

where

Σðn̂Þ ¼
Z

dr ρAðr⃗ ¼ rn̂Þ ð207Þ

is the column density in the direction n̂. The energy flux per
unit solid angle is therefore

dI
dΩ

ðn̂Þ ¼ ΓA→2γ
dM

4πr2dΩ
¼ 1

4π
ΓA→2γΣðn̂Þ: ð208Þ

Equation (208) is valid in a flat static space-time, or on
sufficiently small scales in a curved space-time.
We next discuss how these equations are modified in an

expanding homogeneous spatially flat universe. The metric is

ds2 ¼ −dt2 þ RðtÞ2dx⃗ · dx⃗; ð209Þ

where RðtÞ is the cosmological scale factor. We assume that
both the observer and aggregate occupy fixed positions in
comoving coordinates. The light emitted at time tE and
observed at time t0 travels a distance

r ¼ xRðt0Þ ¼
Z

t0

tE

dt
Rðt0Þ
RðtÞ ; ð210Þ

where x is the comoving coordinate distance between the
observer and the source. Consider N photons emitted over a
small time interval ΔtE and arriving at the observer over time
interval Δt0. Since

x ¼
Z

t0þΔt0

tEþΔtE
dt

1

RðtÞ ð211Þ

is unchanged, we have

Δt0 ¼ ΔtE
Rðt0Þ
RðtEÞ

: ð212Þ

Therefore, the observed photons are redshifted to the angular
frequency

ω ¼ mA

2

1

1þ zE
; ð213Þ

where

1þ zE ¼ Rðt0Þ
RðtEÞ

: ð214Þ

Equation (212) also implies that the N photons arrive at the
observer at a rate that is 1=ð1þ zEÞ times the rate at which
they are emitted. The observed energy flux is therefore

I ¼ ΓA→2γM

4πr2
1

ð1þ zEÞ2
: ð215Þ

To obtain the energy flux per unit solid angle, we imagine that
the source is spread over the sphere formed by all points that
are at comoving coordinate distance x from the observer. At
the time of emission the surface of that sphere is 4πx2RðtEÞ2.
Since the actual surface of the source is S, its solid angle as
viewed from the observer is

ΔΩ ¼ 4π
S

4πx2RðtEÞ2
¼ S

r2
ð1þ zEÞ2: ð216Þ

Hence,

dI
dΩ

ðn̂Þ ¼ ΓA→2γdMr2

4πr2ð1þ zEÞ2dSð1þ zEÞ2
¼ ΓA→2γ

4π

Σðn̂Þ
ð1þ zEÞ4

:

ð217Þ

The wavelength of the observed light is

λ ¼ 4π

mA
ð1þ zEÞ ¼ 2.4797 μm

�
eV
mA

�
ð1þ zEÞ: ð218Þ

In general the light is not monochromatic because the ALPs
are not at rest in their aggregate. If their velocity dispersion
along the line of sight is δvðn⃗Þ, we have

dI
dΩdλ

ðn̂Þ ¼ ΓA→2γmAΣðn̂Þ
ð4πÞ2δvðn̂Þð1þ zEÞ5

ð219Þ

since the linewidth is δλ ¼ δvλ.
We assume that ALPs are the dark matter and consider the

ALP aggregate associated with a galaxy cluster of mass M ¼
1015M⊙ and radius 1.3 Mpc. Its column density is of the order
of Σ ∼ 0.04 g=cm2. Its line of sight velocity dispersion is of
the order of δv ∼ 3 × 10−3. If, for example, mA ¼ 5 eV and
the two photon coupling saturates the bound from horizontal
branch stars, we have Γ−1

A→2γ ¼ 3.3 × 1015 yr. In this case, the
signal strength is

dI
dΩdλ

∼ 4 × 10−17
erg

cm2 sec Å ðarcsecÞ2 ð1þ zEÞ5
: ð220Þ

This is of the same order of magnitude as the background due
to air glow of the night sky (Bershady, Ressell, and Turner,
1991). The signal to noise ratio can be improved by looking at
several clusters since the line from ALP decay appears at
different wavelengths for the different clusters, at ratios
determined by the known cluster redshifts, whereas the
background due to air glow is approximately constant and
can be approximately subtracted out. Results from searches
for photons from relic ALP decay were reported by Bershady,
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Ressell, and Turner (1991), Ressell (1991), and Blout
et al. (2001).

XI. OPTICAL ACTIVITY OF A BACKGROUND AXION
FIELD

The plane of polarization of light traveling through a space-
time varying axion field rotates according to the rule

ΔΦ ¼ 1
2
gΔa; ð221Þ

where Δa is the variation of the axion field along the path
traveled by the light and ΔΦ is the angle by which the plane of
polarization rotates in the clockwise direction when looking in
the direction of propagation. Equation (221) assumes that the
wavelength of light is short relative to the distance scale over
which the axion field varies. A material is said to be “optically
active” if it causes the plane of polarization to rotate as light
travels through it. Optical activity occurs when right and left
circularly polarized light satisfy slightly different dispersion
laws. Faraday rotation is a well-known example. Unlike
Faraday rotation, the optical activity of a background axion
field is achromatic. Equation (221) is derived below.
The optical activity of a background axion field was first

noted in studies of the propagation of light through an axion
domain wall (Sikivie, 1984; Huang and Sikivie, 1985) and in
the neighborhood of an axion string (Naculich, 1988; Harvey
and Naculich, 1989). Carroll, Field, and Jackiw (1990) found
that the vacuum is optically active in electrodynamics modi-
fied by the addition of a Chern-Simons term

LCS ¼ −1
2
pαAβðxÞF̃αβðxÞ ð222Þ

to the action density. pα was introduced as an external Lorentz
symmetry breaking parameter. Upon integration by parts, the
axion-photon-photon interaction [Eq. (4)] is the Chern-
Simons term with pα ¼ g∂αa. Therefore, the effect found
by Carroll, Field, and Jackiw (1990) is the optical activity of a
background axion field, arrived at from a somewhat different
point of view.
To derive the effect, we consider Eqs. (21) in the limit

where the axion field is slowly varying on the distance and

timescale set by the wavelength of light. We take ∂ta and ∇⃗a
to be constants, set ρel ¼ j⃗el ¼ 0, and assume ϵ and μ to be
constants as well. We may then look for solutions in which E⃗

and B⃗ are proportional to eik⃗·x⃗−iωt. Equations (21) are satisfied
provided that the complex amplitudes of the magnetic and
electric fields satisfy

k⃗ × E⃗ − ωB⃗ ¼ 0;

1

μ
k⃗ × B⃗þ ϵωE⃗ ¼ −igðE⃗ × ∇⃗a − B⃗∂taÞ: ð223Þ

These two equations may be combined to yield

�
ϵω2−

1

μ
k2
�
B⃗¼ ig

�
∂taþ

ω

k2
k⃗ · ∇⃗a

�
k⃗× B⃗þOðg2Þ: ð224Þ

Setting k⃗ ¼ kẑ and B⃗ ¼ B1x̂þ B2ŷ, we have

� ϵω2 − 1
μ k

2 iηk

−iηk ϵω2 − 1
μ k

2

��
B1

B2

�
¼ 0; ð225Þ

where η≡ g½∂taþ ðω=k2Þk⃗ · ∇⃗a�. The eigenmodes are there-
fore the right and left circular polarization amplitudes
B� ¼ B1 ∓ iB2, and

ω� ¼ kffiffiffiffiffi
ϵμ

p � 1

2

ffiffiffi
μ

ϵ

r
ηþOðg2Þ ð226Þ

are the corresponding eigenfrequencies. This implies that the
plane of polarization rotates at a rate (angle per unit time)
equal to ð1=2Þð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

μ=ϵ
p Þη clockwise when looking in the

direction of propagation. Since ∂taþ ðω=k2Þk⃗ · ∇⃗a is the
rate of change of the axion field following the motion of
the photon, the plane of polarization rotates by an angle

ΔΦ ¼ 1

2
g

ffiffiffi
μ

ϵ

r
Δa ð227Þ

when the axion field changes by Δa. Equation (221) is for the
particular case ϵ ¼ μ ¼ 1.
The direction of polarization of light from distant galaxies

and quasars is observed to be correlated with the direction of
their elongation on the sky (Haves and Conway, 1975; Clarke,
Kronberg, and Simard-Normandin, 1980). That correlation
disappears if there is excessive optical activity in the inter-
vening space. The resulting upper limit on a constant g∂0a or

g∇⃗a is of the order of 6 × 10−26 GeV (Carroll, Field, and
Jackiw, 1990). The axion is massive, and hence a ¼ 0 on large
scales. Outside of domain walls the axion field has no optical
activity on average. However, a useful constraint can be
placed on a massless Nambu-Goldstone boson ϕ associated
with an exact global symmetry that is spontaneously broken
by a vacuum expectation value v (Harari and Sikivie, 1992).
Such a particle couples to two photons as in Eq. (203) with
gϕγγ ¼ cðα=πvÞ, where c is the electromagnetic anomaly of
the symmetry of which ϕ is the Nambu-Goldstone boson.
Provided that the ϕ field was not homogenized during an
inflationary epoch, its values are uncorrelated from one
horizon to the next, implying that Δϕ ∼ vπ=2, and therefore
ΔΦ ∼ ðc=2Þðα=4Þ on cosmological distances. Demanding that
ΔΦ < 10° to avoid destroying the observed correlation
between the polarization and elongation of distant sources
implies that c≲ 100.
DeRocco and Hook (2018) proposed searching for low

mass (mA ∼ 10−12 eV) ALP dark matter by detecting the
optical activity that the slowly oscillating ALP field produces
in large baseline optical interferometers. Obata, Fujita, and
Michimura (2018) discussed the use of a ring cavity for this
purpose.
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APPENDIX: UNITS AND CONVENTIONS

As in most particle physics treatises, we adopt units in
which ℏ ¼ c ¼ 1. All dimensionful quantities are expressed
in terms of a single unit, taken to be the electron volt, written
as eV. The conversion factors to the standard macroscopic
units of energy, mass, length, and time are

eV ¼ 1.602 × 10−12 erg;

eV=c2 ¼ 1.783 × 10−33 g;

ℏc=eV ¼ 1.973 × 10−5 cm;

ℏ=eV ¼ 6.582 × 10−16 s: ðA1Þ

For describing fields we use the Heaviside-Lorentz system of
units, also of common use in particle physics. In Heaviside-
Lorentz units, the permitivity and permeability of the vacuum
ϵ0 ¼ μ0 ¼ 1. The fine structure constant α is related to the
charge e of the electron by α ¼ e2=4πℏc. All electric charges
and currents have values

ffiffiffiffiffi
4π

p
times their values in Gaussian

units; i.e., the Heaviside-Lorentz unit of electric charge is
1=

ffiffiffiffiffi
4π

p
times the Gaussian unit. Electric fields and magnetic

fields have values 1=
ffiffiffiffiffi
4π

p
times their values in Gaussian units;

i.e., the Heaviside-Lorentz units of electric and magnetic
fields are

ffiffiffiffiffi
4π

p
times their Gaussian units. The electric and

magnetic field units are the same when c ¼ 1.
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